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March is
Red Cross
Month in
the county

Largest quake in 35
years hits Arkansas
By SARAH EDDINGTON
Associated Press
REENBRIER. Ark. (AP — The
central
Arkansas
town
of
Greenbrier has been plagued for
months by hundreds of small earthquakes.
and after being woken up by the largest
quake to hit the smte in 35 years. residents
said Monday they're unsettled by the
increasing severity and lack of warning.

Special to the Ledger
arch I, Red Cross
Month and the local
chapter of the American
Red Cross is beginning its
annual "Heroes- campaign
today. This is a grassroots
fundraising campaign where
any individual or group from
the community can become
for
"Heroes
the American
Red Cross- by
raising money
for the local
chapter. The
funds raised
will support
the community
services of the
local chapter of
Vinson
the American
Red Cross. The 3rd annual
"Love Your Heroes" Pancake
Breakfast, held at Culver•s
Restaurant on Saturday. Feb.
19. served as a kick-off event
for the 2011 campaign with
$2.000 being raised in just two
hours, according to Jennifer
Wilson. Red Cross director.
The chairman of the 2011
campaign is Tab Brockman.
Team Recruiters are Jason
Baker. Kris Foster, Carmen
Garland. Dave Reeves and Pete
Lancaster. This team is now
recruiting and accepting community teams and helping them
develop creative ways to help
raise this year's campaign goal
of $300/0, Wilson said.
Throughout the month of
March. supporters can visit the
chapter website and use a credit
card to become "Heroes" for the
American Red Cross. The
address is: www.calloway-
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City zoning
ordinance
focus of
workshops

WEATHER -
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Daily Forecast
Nabonal Weather Service
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 57.
Tuesday Night: Clear, with a
low around 36
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 60
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 40.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 63.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 50
Friday: A slight chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 63
Friday Night: A chance of
showers. Cloudy, with a low
around 47
Saturday: A chance of showers Cloudy, with a high near 52
Saturday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 33.

INDEX

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ity of Murray officials met Monday
night for the first of two workshops
to discuss making changes to the
city 's zoning ordinance.
The second workshop is scheduled for 6
tonight (Tuesday) at City Hall and is
intended to seek comment from the public
and business owners. Among those gathered Monday night were employees and
members of City Council, the Planning
Commission and the Board of Zoning
Adjustments. John Houseal of the community planning consulting firm Houseal
Lavigne Associates led the discussion of
issues related to residential, business/commercial, industrial and professional office
and agricultural. government and historic
overlay district zoning, as well as enforcement and procedures.
Mary Anne Medlock, who is the
Planning Commission representative on
the BZA. said many families couldn't
afford to rent older homes in town and that
many of these larger houses had been rented to multiple college students even
though when they are zoned as single family residential. Houseal said people who
rent to unrelated people in single family
neighborhoods are not often caught unless
a neighbor makes a complaint, which leads
to questions about how fairly zoning regulations are enforced.
Houseal said that where students rent is
an issue in any college town, and that in
Dayton. Ohio, the University of Dayton
bought an entire neighborhood near cam-
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ST. LEO CONSTRUCTION: Ernie Dodd. an employee with Clark Construction, Inc., of Murray. works Saturday
in the 65-foot high bell tower under construction at St. Leo Catholic Church on North 12th Street. The church
has been involved in a total renovation project for several months When finished, the campanile section where
Dodd is working will be lit, and it will house the 68-year-old bell from the original church. A refurbished aluminum
cross from the 48-year-old church will be placed on top of the bell tower. The church renovation project is
expected to be completed by the end of July, it was reported.

•See Page 2

Students help fight spread
of malaria in West Africa
MES class donates funds
for 150 mosquito nets
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
e-connecting with an old friend
often brings stories and happy memories, but in this case it brought the
entire third grade at Murray Middle School
together to fight the spread of malaria ir
West Africa.
Thanks to the third grade class at MES.
150 mosquito nets will be purchased and
delivered to needy children in Benin. West
Africa through the non-profit organization
Projects for Progress. It all started with a
social media reconnection of third grade

R

teacher Holly Bloodworth and Projects for
Progress co-founder and Murray High
School alumni Jace Rabe.
After becoming friends on Facebook.
Bloodworth said she started reading about
Projects for Progress and became interested
in involving her students in helping out.
"I sent Jace a message asking about ways
for third graders to help. At first he suggested sponsoring a child but then thought a
'one shot project would work best and said
they really need mosquito nets."
Bloodworth said.
The idea sounded perfect to Bloodworth
since she had just read a story on Rabe's
website about a 9 year-old girl named Dado

•See Page 2
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Jace Rabe and wife, Sarah, are pictured surrounded by third grade
students at Murray Elementary School after being presented with
$750 to purchase mosquito nets for children in Benin. West Africa
through Projects for Progress.
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Volkswagen tops local students/ Super Bowl ads poll
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By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
hen polled to determine which was the
most popular commercial shown on television during Superbowl XLV. Murray.
and Calloway County middle and high school
students chose a Volkswagen commercial featuring a Star Wars theme.
But the product name they remembered the
most was Doritos. an ad leaturing pug-nosed
canine getting back at his master not a car.
according to a survey by Jeanne Carroll, alcohol
education coordinator for the Calloway County

Alliance tor Substance Abuse Prevention.
The survey was conducted both locally and
nationwide to determine how much effect alcohol
advertising has on young people.
According to Carroll. the top three ads chosen
as most memorable among middk school students at Murray and Calloway County middle
schools were Volkswagon's Star Wars. Best
Buys' sales pitch starring Justin Bieber and Ozzy
),bourne and the Doritos commercial.
Murray and Calloway County high school students ;vointed out the same ads,just in a different
order: Volkswagon's Star Wars, first: Dorito's

resourcetul pug dog, second. Best Bus's Bieber
and Ozboume ad tied for third place with Doritos
"Back to Life" ad.
"We had a total of 90I surveys Completed; 396
middle school surveys and 505 high school surveys,- Carroll said. "There were unknowns in
each of these categories as some of the students
didn't remember after .a week had passed; didn't
list responses, or listed responses that v.ereirt on
during the Super Bowl."
However the product up for sale proved to he
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IN Super Bowl poll...

•Zoning...

remembered
-They
Justin
Bieber and Ozzy Othourne. hut
more important than creative
didn't remember Best Buy."
advertising efforts in most cases
The survey was taken in
as middle school students said
the most memorable product Calloway County as part of the
was Donuts followed by Pepsi- national 2011 Drug-Free Action
Max and Bud Light beer. The Alliance Super Bowl Survey in
top three product names high 42 states.
school students remembered
The top 10 ads chosen by midwere Doritos. Pepsi-Max and
dle school students nationwide
Coca-Cola.
"These responses show us a included Doritos, whether the
few things." Can.oll said. "First, "pug attack... "cheese lovers."
by far, the number of students or "hack to life,- ads, followed
who picked a beer product as a
by Best Buy, Volkswagen, two
favorite was drastically reduced.
This year only one middle Pepsi-Max commercials. Brisk
school student listed a beer Iced Tea starring Etninem. Bud
commercial as a favorite. No Light's "dog-hosted party" and
high school student did. Second, Snickers candy bar featuring
even though there was only one Roseanne
Barr.
who listed a beer commercial as
The
top
10 commercials choa favorite, 76 middle school students and 35 high school stu- sen by high school students
dents still listed these as product nationwide were the three
names they remembered. But Doritos commercials in the top
since we know that adolescents spots followed by Volkswagen,
are particularly swayed by
Best Buy. Pepsi-Max's "can
advertising, this is a huge market change for the better since knocks girl off the beach," Bud
Light's "dog-hosted party,"
last year."
Nearly twice as many students Pepsi-Max's "can to the groin."
chose one of three Doritos com- Bud's "Clydesdales wild west,"
mercials over any of the prod- and Eminem's
Brisk Iced Tea
ucts or flashy ads. In most
ad.
instances, the students rememThe most memorable products
bered the characters in the commercial, but did not remember cited by middle school students
what the ad was selling.
were Doritos, Budweiser, Pepsi,
"As a side note, that we didn't Coca Cola and Snickers while
record in numbers but clearly
the most memorable among
showed on the surveys, students
remembered Darth Vader-Star high school students were
Wars, but didn't remember Doritos. Budweiser. Pepsi. Coca
Volkswagon," Carroll said. Cola and Volkswagen.

From Front
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Obituaries

From Front
pus and it was rezoned. bringing
the student residents into compliance. Planning Commission
Chairman Richard Vanover said
that the problem with doing
something like that is that many
older residents have lived in
certain houses most of their
lives. Although they might not
want students living next to
them, they also don't want to
move away from their hoines,
he said.
Discussing commercial properties, Planning Commission
member Loretta Jobs said the
current zoning ordinance does
not allow enough lot depth for
businesses on 12th Street,
which helps to give the city a
reputation for being anti-business. Attendees of the meeting
also discussed outdoor storage
in parking lots. Houseal said
that some communities require
big box stores to include outdoor storage in their plans.
although those towns can still
have problems with grocery
stores having seasonal outdoor
displays in their lots.
Signage was also discussed at
length. Houseal said he often
recommended allowing bigger
signs, but demanding high-quality signs that don't look ugly
and cheap. He said that
although business owners might
not like the idea at first, the
business community in many
cities in which he has consulted
have liked the end results. He
said he preferred to get rid of all
the small, frivolous signs in
favor of bigger. better ones.
"1 would rather have a bigger
sign that looks really good than
a small sign that looks horrible," he said.
Houseal also said he recommended banning attention-seeking devices such as streamers,
flags, balloons and other similar
items.
Houseal reminded officials
that there is no such thing as a
perfect code, and no matter how
hard they work on updating a
zoning ordinance, there will
always be someone who will
need to seek a variation. He also
said that in cases in which zoning is changed, the city might
want to consider amortization.
which would give businesses
and property owners a certain
number of years to comply with
the new regulations.
For more information about
the current zoning ordinance.
visit www.murrayky.gov/planning/zoning.htm. Questions can
be directed to City Planner
Candace Dowdy or Peyton
Mastera, Planner I. at 762-0350.

GET PINK

EASY MONEY WHEN YOU
INSULATE NOW!

yit Save up to 40% on Energy Bill
lyw Get a 30% Federal Tax Credit up to $1,500
a 30% State of Kentucky Tax Credit
yr Get
up to $100
rgr Get a 50% WA Rebate up to $500
(must meet requirements)
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Jimmie Colson

J
( ol son.
2011.3i01 a.m. a
Born Sept. 19, I
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GONE WITH THE WIND: The winds from Sunday night's thunderstorm apparently caused a
tobacco barn on Coopertown Road to collapse. Rodney Tidwell said the land belonged to his
mother and that he received a call Monday morning from his cousin who lived nearby telling
him the barn had been blown down. He said he was relieved to find that while the barn had
been destroyed, there was no noticeable damage to his tractai that had been inside it.

•MES students, nets...
From Front
who died from malaria when a
67-cent malaria medication
could have saved her life. She
talked to her class about becoming -Agents for Change" and
collecting spare coins to donate
for mosquito nets. Before she
knew it. the entire grade was
involved in what she calls
"Mission: Possible." A few
months later, Bloodworth and
the third graders had $750 to
give Rabe when he visited MES.
"I was blown away." Rabe
said of the donation. "I walked
into MES (in February) expecting ... a check for $20 or $30. I
was more excited about the
potential change in mindset of
these kids than the actual money
raised. Here we have a teacher
like Holly who is attempting to
give her kids a broader world
view than western Kentucky
and I love it."
In addition to the monetary
donation, the students made
drawings for the kids in Benin
and a large banner that Rabe
said now hangs in his office.
The overall impact will reach
150 families and an estimated
450 to 60() people. Rabe said.
The nets will he used to protect

from mosquitos carrying malaria.
"These mosquitos feed from
dusk until dawn so one usually
would be exposed to a malariacarrying mosquito during the
night while they are sleeping.
By sleeping under a mosquito
net, a child and a family are safe

from the mosquitos. Sleeping
under a mosquito net dramatically reduces the chance of contracting malaria. Malaria is a
huge problem in west Africa. A
problem that kills millions of
kids each year," Rabe said.
For more information on
Projects for Progre,www.projectsforprogre.s.,
or send an e-mail to SarahCalpro.
jectsforprogress.com.

•Red Cross Month...

Correction
In Saturday's story on the
Murray State University Board
of Regents meeting, it was
incorrectly reporled that staff
regent Phil Schooley voted
against a sick ieave buyback
program for faculty and staff.
The vote against the program
was cast by Bill Adams.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate
and fair reporting: however
mistakes occasionally occur.
It is the Ledger's policy to correct errors. To report a news
mistake or error, call 7531916.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Dexter-Almo Heights
Water District will meet
Monday March 7. at 6 p.m.
at the water office located at
351 Almo Rd.
• The City of Murray's
Architectural Review Be-arc
meeting scheduled for March
3, has been cancelled.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com

Disaster
Services
and
Preparedness: The American
Donations Red Cross teaches the commucoredcross.org.
toward the campaign can also be nity to be "Red Cross Ready"
sent to the chapter at 607 Poplar for emergencies in the
home.
Street.
school, work and community..
The Calloway County Chapter The
Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross has responds
to local emergencies
relied on the generosity and sup(mostly home fires) providing
port of this community since its
disaster relief to victims in the
original chartering in 1917. The
form of food, clothing, shelter.
Red Cross is not a government
agency and does not receive counseling and other critical
federal or local government services. Relief is also provided
funds, and therefore relies sole- to emergency workers.
Service to the Armed
ly on the support of the
American public to help Forces: The American Red
strengthen its ability to respond Cross serves as a worldwide
to the needs of the community. communications network keepGiving to the Calloway County ing military service members
Chapter allows its nearly 40 and their families connected
local volunteers to provide valu- during times of personal crisis.
able tools and education to indiHealth and Safety: The
viduals, families, woikplaces American Red Cross offers cerand schools. Volunteers donate fid.
First
ti
feguAari
AEcD
L
a opnest Fi rstCA
P
their time and energy to selflessd.
ly serve those in need. demon- Waterfront.
Waterpark.
strating the compassion and Wilderness & Remote First Aid
generosity for which Amencans for Boy Scouts, Babysitter
are known.
Training, Water Safety Training
Meeting the goal of $30.000 and Swimming Lessons. Free
will allow the Calloway County
Health & Safety programs
Chapter of the American Red
include: HIV Awareness for
Cross to continue to provide the
Flu
Teenagers. Pandemic
following community services
Awareness, Family Caregiving.
that have been offered in this
Aid
community for nearly 94 years: Home Safety, Basic
Blood Services: Every two Training (BAT), Scrubby Bear.
seconds, someone in America Masters of Disaster and
needs blood. The Red Cross Together We Prepare Patch.
serves as the bridge between Program for Brownie Girl
more than 4 million generous Scouts. The Calloway County.
blood donors and millions of Chapter trains more than 2,(XX)
patients in need each year. A people each year in lifesaving
growing number of Red Cross
blood drives are offered at variThe local chapter also facilious locations each month in tates the sale of lifesaving AED
Calloway County.
machines.

From Front

MPD report increase in thefts from vehicles
Staff Report
Police
Department reported Monday
that it had seen an increase in
thefts front vehicles last weekend. During the evening hours.
unknown individuals are targeting unlocked vehicles. said
MPD spokeswoman Sgt. Tracy
Guge. Taken are easily removable items such as cash. wallets,
The

Murray.

electronics and purses
"We are asking citizens to
please lock your car doors.Guge wrote in an e-mail
"These incidents are still undei
investigation and we ask that
anyone seeing something suspicious please contact the Murray
Police Department at(27017531621."
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Jimmie Colson. 67, of New Concord, died Sunday, Feb. 27.
2011. at 3:01 a.m, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Sept. 19, 1943 in Golden Pond, to the late Silburn and
Myrtle (Kilgore) Colson, he was retired as a concrete finisher and
tobacco farmer.
Preceding in death were two brothers. Stanley Colson and Otis
Colson.
He is survived by his wife of 39 years, Trevada Colson; one son,
Stanley Wade Colson orNew Concord; one daughter, Sandy Gail
Colson of Murray: four brothers, Ramie Colson and wife. Youlanda
of Cadiz. Charles Colson of Murray, Johnny Colson and wife.
Debbie of Hazel. and Silburn Colson and wife. Shannon of Murray;
three sisters, Anice Reed and husband. Jay of Port St. Joe. Fla..
Patty Spencer and husband, Darrel of Calvert City. and Teresa
Dunlap and husband. Randy of Hazel; two grandchildren, Jimmie
Ray Colson and Bradley Colson: one great-grandson: one sister-inlaw, Sharon Colson of Murray: and seven nieces and four nephews.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, March 2. 2011, at 1
p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev.
David Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Music will be by Stephanie Roberts. Serving as active pallbearers will be Ramie Colson, Charles Colson, Johnny Colson, Silburn
Colson, Jimmie Ray Colson and Bradley Colson, Randy Dunlap
will be an honorary pallbearer.
Visitation will be tonight, Tuesday, from 5-8 p.m. at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

Wiley Davis Clinard
Wiley Das is ('hoard. 73, of Murray. died Saturday. Feb. 26,
2011, at his residence.
He was a retired sergeant with the United States
Army.
Preceding in death were his first wife, Gamida
Elliot Clinard second wife. Clara Clinard: and his
""".=. mother. Sara Clinard.
He is survived a son. Vincent Clinard of Murray;
a daughter. Brenda Balwin and husband. Ken of Murray; eight
grandchildren and 11 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be held Friday. March 4, 2011, at 10 a.m.
at the Oak Lawn Memorial Cemetery in Antioch, Calif. Burial will
follow with military rites observed.
Online condolences may he made at www.imesminercom.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements. Outof-town arrangements are being handled by Higgins Funeral Home
in Antioch. Calif.

Margaret Brown
!Margaret Brown, 84, of New Concord, died Sunday, Feb. 27.
2011, at 4:40 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Feb. 7, 1927 in Canada. she was preceded in death by her
husband. Petro Brown; one sister, Irene Booth; one brother, Henry
George; one grandchild; and her parents. James and Florence Ann
(Prouse)George.
She is survived by two daughters, Fay C. Spencer of Rockford,
III., and Shirley Bell and husband. David of New Concord: one son.
Gary R. Brown of Rockford; two sisters, Dorothy Cesario of New
York, and Helen George of Canada. two brothers, Sandy George
and wife, Fannie, and Pete George, both of Canada; three grandchildren and eight great -grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday, March 4, 2011, at 2 p.m. at
Sunset Funeral Home in Rockford. Burial will follow in Sunset
Memorial Park.
Visitation will also be Friday, after 1 p.m. at Sunset Funeral
Home. There will be no local public visitation.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

Freda Kay Clenderien
Freda Kay Clendenen, 67, of Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 26,
2011, at 11:05 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Sept. 30. 1943 in Murray, she was preceded in death by one
grandson, Eric Wilson.
She is survived by her husband. Robert (Butch) Clendenen,
whom she married Dec. 6, 2002; one daughter, Laurie Wilson Key
and husband. Kevin of Puryear. Tenn.; one grandson. Billy Darrell
(Trey) Wilson III of Henry, Tenn.; and one step-granddaughter,
Amanda Merrell of Puryear.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
The Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center, Gifts Processing. PMB
407727, 2301 Vanderbilt Place, Nashville, TN 37240-7727.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral Home.

Margaret Ann Buchanan
Margaret Ann Buchanan, 69. of Hazel. died Saturday. Feb. 26,
2011, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Charles Guthrie and
Ila Voline Howard Guthrie.
She is survived by two daughters, Maressa Travis and Robin
Buchanan. both of Hazel: two brothers. Charles Guthrie and wife.
Carolyn of Hazel. and Ronnie Guthrie and wife, Karen of Hazel:
one sister. Susie Young and husband. David, of Greenwood, Ark..
five grandchildren. Jack Sistrunk, Rebecca Billington, Christi
Colson. Ryan Buchanan and Josh Buchanan; and five great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
the Humane Society of Calloway County. 607 Poplar St., Murray.
KY 42071.
No services are scheduled.

Darell Sheridan
Funeral setvices for Darell Sheridan, 64, of Murray, were held
today. March I. 2011. at II a.m. in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Tim Palmer and Dale
Sheridan officiating. Burial followed in the
Baize!! Cemetery.
Sheridan died Saturday. Feb. 26. 2011, at 2 a.m.
at Heritage Manor in Mayfield.
Born Dec. 22, 1946 in Calloway County, to the
late R.C. and May Ruth Cooper Sheridan, he was
a former employee of the Merit Clothing
Company and retired as a truck driver for Wagner%
Trucking in Paducah. He was also a member of the
Coldwater United Methodist Church and an Army
Sheridan
veteran of the Vietnam War.
He is survived by his wife, Patty Sheridan of
Murray, whom he married Aug. 8, 1969 in Mayfield:
two sons, Eddie Sheridan and wife, Laura of Murray.
and Andy Sheridan and wife. Beth of Melber; and
five grandchildren. Faith Sheridan, Emma Sheridan,
Nathanael Sheridan and Caleb Sheridan, all of Murray. and Rylnn
Sheridan of Melber.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Coldwater United
Methodist Church. 8317 State Route 121 North, Murray. KY
42071: or the Bazzell Cemetery Fund. do of Willis Sanders, 8224
State Route 121 North. Murray, KY 42(171.
Online condolences may be made at ww•wthejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Kyy, seeks waiver from part of federal health law
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FR.ANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Gov. Steve Beshear's administration confirmed Monday that
Kentucky is seeking a waiver
from a portion of the federal
health care overhaul that
requires large insurance companies to spend at least 85 percent
of premiums on medical care.
Insurance
Commissioner
Sharon Clark made the request
in a letter to Health and Human
Services Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius earlier this month, saying she feared it will create a
financial hardship on some
insurers and insurance agents.
"Quite frankly. I just thought
it was the responsible thing to
do," Clark said Monday.
The intent of the federal regulation is to prevent insurers
from using huge shares of premiums on costs associated with
administration, marketing or

executive bonuses.
Clark asked for permission to
bring the level up to 85 percent
in 5 percent annual increments
to ease the burden on companies. citing the failed federal
health care reforrns of the early
1990s that resulted in 43 insurance
companies
leaving
Kentucky.
Kentucky already has a state
requirement that 65 percent of
premiums be spent on medical
care.
"We know when you do
something really quickly. the
impacts it can have on destabilizing the marketplace, and that
was the impetus, that we wanted
to try to keep a stable market
here."
Clark said she doesn't anticipate any additional waiver
requests on other aspects of the
health care reforms.
Beshear. a Democrat, has been
a supporter of federal health

Elementary students
advance in competition

Lawmakers OK bill for alternatives to prison

Special to the Ledger
At the end of district academic Governor's Cup competition this past weekend. 21
local elementary students and
multiple elementary teams
moved forward to the regional
competition.
Students
from
East
Calloway, North Calloway and
Southwest Calloway elementary schools, along with Trigg
County Intermediate, competed
at East in the academic challenge. At the end of the day,
North and
teams from
Southwest advanced to the
regional competition in Quick
Recall, finishing first and second. respectively. East finished
in third place and North finished fourth. In Future Problem
Solving. Southwest tied with
Trigg for first, while East came
in third and North came in
fourth.
In the written assessment
portion of the competition, the
top five finishers in each event
advance to the regional competition. In Mathematics. Michael
Okuda of Southwest placed
first. Marshall Thompson of
North placed second. William
Skinner of East placed third.
Logan Eastwood of Southwest
placed fourth and Will Benson
of North tied for fifth. In Social
Studies, Thompson placed second, Canaan Dunn of North
placed third, Eastwood and
Kevin Robertson of East tied
for fifth. In Science, Kirsten
Houston of Southwest placed
first, Dunn placed second,
of
Jamison
Moorehead
Southwest placed fourth and
Kati Beth Wyant placed fifth.
In Language Arts, Katie Allen
of Southwest placed first. Jade
Brian of East placed second.
Suzanna Grady of Southwest
placed third, Michael Cargill of
East placed fourth and Miranda
Pochopian of East and Faith
Houston of North tied for fifth.
In Composition. Amy Smith of
East placed third and Sarah
Palmer of North and Grady tied
for third. In Arts and
Humanities, Avery Wilmurth
placed first. Madison Evans of
North placed second and Joza
Mikulcik of East placed fifth.
The team from East was
awarded
the
Hume
Sportsmanship Award. In overall standings. Southwest finished first with 41.5 points,
Trigg came in second with 32
points, Noeth came in third
with 30.5 points and East came
in fourth with 20 points.
The regional tournament for
Future Problem Solving and
Composition will be at
Jonathan Elementary School on
Tuesday. March IS. The
regional
tournament
for
Written Assessment and Quick
Recall will be at Jonathan on
Saturday, March 19.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Kentucky lawmakers, seeking
to curb fast-rising prison costs.
wrapped up work Monday on
legislation to bolster treatment
programs and alternative sentences to keep nonviolent criminals from clogging prisons.
The Republican-led Senate
voted 38-0 in a show of bipartisan unity for revamping the
state's
drug
laws. The
Democratic-controlled House
quickly followed with final passage on a 96-1 vote after accepting Senate revisions to the version it previously passed.
The measure - becoming
perhaps the biggest accomplishment of the legislative session
that's more than two-thirds
complete - now goes to Gov.
Steve Beshear.
Beshear promptly hailed the
bill as "historic" and signaled
he's eager to sign it into law.
"It is critical to find sensible
ways to be smart on crime while
remaining tough on criminals,
and Kentucky will surely be
held as an example for other
states
to
follow,"
the
Democratic governor said in a
statement praising the bill.

care ietorms. Republican gubernatorial opponents have tried to
use that against him.
In a statement, Beshear said
the health care law specifically
gives states the ability to request
an adjustment if there is a reasonable likelihood that the
requirement will destabilize the
market. At least three other
states -- Maine, Nevada and
New Hampshire - have made
similar requests.
Beshear and Clark said they
are concerned about possible
"disruptions" in the availability
of insurance without the waiver
and that they fear insurance
agents who are paid based on
commissions would suffer
financially.
Beshear said his administration is "carefully evaluating all
aspects of implementation to
make sure Kentucky's decisions
are in the best interest of consumers, small businesses and

Kentucky has been saddled
with one of the nation's fastestgrowing prison populations, and
as a result taxpayer spending on
corrections has soared by more
than 3(6) percent since 1989.
Supporters said the measure
could reap $422 million in gross
savings over a decade. About
half that would be reinvested
into treatment, probation and
parole programs to reduce the
ranks of repeat offenders crowding prisons.
"We will be giving offenders a
better chance to really change
and become productive citizens
and taxpayers rather than tax
burdens." Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Tom
Jensen said during the Senate
debate.
The bill also features a corrections assistance fund to help
financially strapped counties.
The net savings from the legislation is projected at $147 million over 10 years.
Supporters hailed the bill as a
way to constrain corrections
costs - the second-fastestgrowing segment of Kentucky's
budget. It trails only Medicaid,
the state-federal health insurance program covering lowincome and disabled people.

taxpayers...
Republican Phil Moffett, a tea
party gubernatorial candidate
who has made health care a centerpiece of his campaign, said it
appears Beshear "is very dowly
starting to realize" the harsh
effects of the reforms President
Barack °barna ushered into law.
"Kentucky's elected officials
are turning our state over to
Obama one stimulus check at a
time when we should be getting
government out of our health
care decisions and out of our
lives." Moffett said.
Moffett, state Senate President
David Williams and Jefferson
County Clerk Bobbie Holsclaw
are seeking the Republican
nomination in the May primary
to run against Beshear in the
fall. The eventual winner also
will face independent candidate
Gatewood
Galbraith,
a
Lexington attorney.

Jensen, who shepherded the
measure through the Senate,
assured his Senate colleagues
that the bill preserves tough sentences for violent offenders and
serious drug criminals.
The bill seeks to reverse the
state's escalating prison population by steering more nonviolent drug offenders into alternative sentences and treatment
rather than prison time.
"Being tough on crime doesn't always mean prison time.
said Jensen. R-London.
He said the proposal will
reduce repeat offenses, hold
criminals accountable and control corrections costs.
Senators also talked about the
human toll taken by drug abuse.
and the hope offered by treatment programs.
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The U.S. eicological SW-%
recorded the quake at II p.m.
Sunday, centered just northeast
of Greenbrier, about 40 miles
north of Little Rock. It was the
largest of more than 800 quakes
to strike the area since
September in what is now being
called the Guy-Greenbiier earthquake swarm.
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Heritage Rela

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: The Calloway County Middle School students of the month for
seventh grade for January are. from left, Kati Madden. James Harrison. Jade Anderson and
Madison Erwin.

The Heritage Bank Rdl
Mugsy's Hideout Tuesda
ly service will be providt
for Life Team and all tit
Society.

CCMS Academic Team win regionals for third year straight
Photo movided
441 CRAFTS: The Murray Middle School 4-H Club made Valentine's cards for the residents at
Fern Terrace as a part of their monthly community service. Pictured from left to right are
Jessica McQuary. Maddie Pfannerstill, McKenna Price, Keely Bennett and Addy Jewell.
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'ictured are members of the Calloway County Middle School Academic Team.
Special to the Ledger
Despite the snows that kept
school closed much el the week
of Feb. 7, the Calloway County
Middle School Academic Team
found a way to get to the 2011
Regional
competition
on
Tuesday and again on Saturday
to defend their title against 17
other Region One schools.
CCMS again took home the
crown with a total of 28 points.
;narking their third consecutive

year of regional champions.
In Quick Recall, the team of
Josh Betts, Mark Tyler, Cassidy
Neal, Ryan Grace. Riecher
Denmark and Aaron Allen lost
only to Paducah Middle once
before- defeating them twice in
the championship round to win.
Individual students who
placed in categories were:
Future Problem Solving: Second
Place, Jami Foster. Julie Revell,
Cassidy Neal and Emil Wood;

Assessment.
Mathematics
Cassidy Neal. fifth place; Social
Studies Assessment. Mark Tyler,
second place:
Science
Assessment: Martin Mikulcik,
second place, Erik Mikulcik and
Josh Betts also qualify for state
tournament because of their
overall score; Language Arts
Assessment: Ryan Grace. fourth
place; Fine Arts Assessment:
Mark Tyler, first place.
Team Members were Halee
Bergman, Tristin Cole, Dakota
Owens. James Harrison. Bobbi
Brashear and Madison Ball. The
Academic
Team
CCMS
Coaching Staff is Scott Pile.
Whitney Pile, Erin Klotz, Zach
Christi
Walker.
Rudolph,
McCallon,
Lynn
Jeanetta
Melton, Brad Darnall and Beth
Morehead.

Garden Depai

The Garden Departme
Thursday, March 3. at
"Japanese Maple Trees"
Wilson, Pat Miller and
items for WATCH.

Kentucky reti

Mane! Jackson ! WMHS TV 13 rnembe
MOCK VOTE: Recently Murray High School seniors participated in Senior Student
Government Day, sponsored by the Murray Lions Club, MSU Student Government and city
and county governments. Student names appeared on the ballot for local offices and students
cast their vote. Elected students will spend March 2 shadowing local officials. Pictured, MHS
senior Garret Wright casts his vote.

Arnold named January Rotary Student of the Month
Specializing in individual and group health care coverage.
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Steven Arnold, Murray High
School senior and the 2011 Most
Likely to Succeed senior
superlative, was chosen as the
January Rotary Student of the
month by the
1511-1S faculty
jnd staff.
Teresa
Speed, MHS
principal, said
.Arnold is a
wonderful student and role
model.
"He serves
Arnold
as an exemplar
individual in the school, community. and will continually

THE MSU SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION
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The Annual
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lcc pui Niles
relleLt this iiiiagc
his academic and professional
pursuits,- she said.
Arnold plans to pursue an
Engineering career at either
Washington University in St.
Louis. Vanderbilt University or
the University (if Kentucky.
A four-year MHS Marching
Band and Soccer team member.
Arnold is co-captain of the MHS
Chess Team. A 2010 Leadership
.romorrow alumnus, Arnold is a
Y-Club, Beta Club, Key Club
and Spanish Club nwmber.
Recognized in the National
Honor Society his junior and
senior year. Arnold received the
Varsity Soccer Team Academic
Award, a two-lime First 'learn
Academic All-State recipient.
Jim Baurer, MI1S Boys'
Soccer Coach. describes Arnold
as a "great role model."He epitomizes the notion of
being a 'student athlete.— he
said. "His accomplishments
both on and off the soccer field
as well as his ability to balance
nultiple activities deintinstrate

what we as coaches hope to see
in all of our athletes."
Arnold said he is confident ()this MHS education and believes
he is well prepared for college.
"The teachers and staff at
Murray go out of their way to
ensure that students get the most
out of their four years. After
meeting scholars front schools
across the state. 1 can say that
the personal connection between
teachers and students at MIIS is
truly unique.- he said.
A 2009 Character Counts
Representative. Arnold attended
Bellarmine University this past
summer as a 201(1 GOVC(110(
Scholar Program recipient.
While there. Arnold studied
engineering.
"Before ray senior year. I had
only a moderate interest in engineering, but my focus area at the
Governor Scholar Prom am
solidified that interest." he said.
Arnold said the GSP was a
great opportunity that exposed
hint to several aspects of college, such as dorm life and

1 reedoin and responsibility.
"At GSP, I enjoyed learning
through insightful, student-led
discussion rather than through a
traditional classroom setting,"
he said."However, the most significant impact GSP had on me
was the relationships I made
while on campus. I will probably stay in contact with several
of my friends from GSP for the
rest of my hie."
Beth Stribling, MHS assistant band instructor, said Arnold
should he the poster student for
MHS.
"Steven excels at all he sets
his sights on. Steven is an outstanding musician, having made
honor bands since his seventh
grade yeal and being selected to
All State Band the last two
year..." she said. "He is an outstanding student who goes
above and beyond what a
teacher expectations.Arnold is the son of Gail
Arnold and the late Craig
Arnold.
inocased
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Great Rivers Group, Sierra
Club, meets Wednesday
The Great Risers Group. Sierra Club. will
meet Wednesday. larch 2. at 7 p.m.. Room
1119 of the Alurray State Biology Building.
The guest speaker will be Fulton County
Judge Executive Das id Gallagher 'ribose topics include Fulton County recycling, alternate
electrical power,and the fly e-county coalition
for development and tourism. The public is
in'. lied.
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Control the ABCs of diabetes to reduce
health risks including heart attack, stroke

Special to the Ledger
It you are one of the more than
25.8 million Americans with
diabetes, you are at high risk for
heart attack and stroke. Heart
disease is more likely to strike
you - and at an earlier age than it is to strike your friends
Datebook
Saner Teague.
and family without diabetes. In
Kappas will meet
Community
fact, two out of every three peoThe Kappa Department of the Murray
editor
ple with diabetes will die of a
at
I.
will
March
Club
Woman's
meet Tuesday.
heart attack or stroke. One way
t,:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. All members and guests are welcome.
to prevent heart attack and
stroke is by controlling the
Heritage Relay team hosts rebate
ABCs of diabetes.
The Heritage Bank Rela.v for Lite team will base a rebate night at
• A is for A IC. The A IC test
Niugsy's hideout Tuesday. March I. from 5-8 p.m. Fun and friend- (sometimes known as the
ly service will he provided by members of the Heritage Bank Relay HbA IC or hemoglobin A I C
tor Life Team and all tips will he donated to the American Cancer test) measures your average
blood glucose (sugar) over the
Society.
last three months.
• B is for blood pressure. High
Book & Bean celebrates Dr. Seuss
blood pres,:ure makes your heart
The University Book & Bean will host an all-day birthday celebrawork too hard.
tion for Dr. Seuss on Wednesday. March 2. at the store and will fea•C is for cholesterol. Bad choture drawing and coloring contests, activities and refreshments.
lesterol. or LDL. builds up and
Community leaders and athletes, including MSU head football
clogs your arteries.
coach Chris Hatcher, MSU quarterback Casey Brockman, MurrayC'alloway County Chamber of Commerce President & CEO Lance
Allison. will read Dr. Seuss stories to participants throughout the
Jay. The store's goal is to show local children the joy of reading and
build a community of readers.
Special to the Ledger
PADUC'AH. Ky. - West
Dr. Seuss celebration to be at library
Community and
Kentucky
Dr. Seuss Birthday Celebration will he held Wednesday. March 2,
Technical College Workforce
at the Calloway County Public Library. 710 Main St., from 4-5 p.m.
Solution will be offering a
for ages preschool through 5th grade. There will be entertainment.
morning Zomba class beginning
activities and guest readers for an afternoon of fun and celebration.
2.
March
For more information. call Murray Family Resource Center at 759Zomba is a dance fitness pro9592. Little Laker Family Resource Center at 762-7410. or
gram that combines Latin and
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
international music with dance

Discuss your AB(' number stopping smoking (ask your
with your health care provider to provider for help); taking medifind out if you are at risk. Your cines as prescribed. asking your
A IC level should be tested at doctor about taking aspirin; and
least twice a year. Blood pres- asking others to help you mansure should be checked at each age your diabetes.
County
Murray-Calloway
visit, and cholesterol should be
tested at least once a year. For Hospital offers specialized diamost people with diabetes, the betes care and monthly Diabetes
goals are A IC below 7. blood Self-Management Classes at the
pressure below 130/80, and Center for Diabetes located
LDL cholesterol below 100. You inside our Center for Health &
and your health care provider Wellness on Poplar Street. The
will put together an action plan hospital offers a team of multiof lifestyle changes and medica- tasked specialists who work
tions, if needed, to help you together to individualize an educational plan for each program
reach and maintain your goals.
You can also take action now participant. Both individual and
to lower your risk for heart group classes are offered.
as
such
cases,
attack and stroke and other dia- Special
and
Diabetes
betes problems by getting at Gestational
least 30 minutes of physical Pediatrics, will be on an individactivity, such as brisk walking, ual basis.
Appointments are made by
on most days ofthe week: eating
less fat and salt: eating more physician referral to a specialist
fiber by choosing whole grains, at Murray-Calloway County
fruits, vegetables and beans: Hospital's Center for Diabetes.
staying at a healthy weight: Physicians are given a complete

report of each consultation session to coordinate care
For more information about
the Center for Diabetes at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital, call 762-1806 or visit
www.murray-hospital.org.
Diabetes
National
The
Education Program promotes
awareness of the ABCs of diabetes through its Be Smart
About Your Heart. Control the
ABCs of Diabetes campaign.
NDEP. the leading federal government source of information
about diabetes prevention and
control, is sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health
INIIH1 and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and 2(K) public and private partners.

Baby Registry
Angie & Joe Ashburn
Megan Brewer & Jamey Coe
Taylor Boggess & Chad Sheets

WKCTC offers morning zumba class

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. March 3. at I p.m. at the clubhouse for the program,
"Japanese Maple Trees- by David Mikulchik. Hostesses are Wilma
Wilson. Pat Miller and Sue White. Members are asked to bring
items for W.A.T.C.H.
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The I2-week class will meet
every Wednesday from 11-21:50
a.m, in the Haws Gymnasium.
Participants can register anytime
through March 30. Registration
fee required. The Zomba class is
designed for people of all ages.
To register, call WKCTC
Workforce Solutions at (27th
534-3335.

Jessica Buzzatto

&

Gene Hooper

Ashlee & Tony Bullock
Mandy & Kris Burnett
Missy & Joe Crawford
Savona Coleman
Shaye & Tyler Coursey
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Shona Edwards & Robert Rogers
Laken & Jacob Falwell
Antonia & Scott Faulkner

Garden Departmer.t will meet

imbe
dent
city
ients
OHS

in an effort to make exercise
fun. The music has beat and
tempo changes that move the
workout from one toning,
strengthening or cardio move to
another, and targets every major
muscle group in the body.
Zomba use dance styles such as
Salsa, Merengue, Mambo. Hip
Hop, Tango and more.

Vanessa Botarf & Coty Maxfield

The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thursday, March 3, at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton
Drive in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting.
All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway.
Carlisle. Fulton. Hickman. Graves. Marshall. McCracken, and the
Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information. call 898-7289 or 527-9531.

Troop 45 seeks flags for ceremony
Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray is looking for old U.S. flags to participate in a flag retirement ceremony on Memorial Day. The flags
will be properly destroyed according to current regulatiohs. Those
who have any old, veteran flags ready for retirement may contact
scoutmaster Reid Parish at 970-2092 to arrange a pick-up.

Conservation District will meet
The Calloway. County Conservation District will have a specialcalled meeting Thursday. March 3, at 4 p.m. at the consersation
office. Item, to he discussed include Watershed O&M. Coles
Campground. Joe Bolin Fence. Easement and design. Letters to
landowners around structure and down stream.

Ladies Auxiliary 73 will meet
American Lemon Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet Thursday.
March 3, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
Drive. All wives, daughters or step-daughters of veterans are
encouraged to join aod get involsed. Refreshments will he served.
Anyone with questions may call Unit #73 President Townya Haire
at 293-3145.

sets
outnade
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Need Line has openings
in senior food program
Special to the Ledger
Need Line has openings for
Commodity
Senior
the
Supplemental Food Program
and is currently' taking applications.
This program provides a
monthly food box that has supplemental nutritious foods
donated by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture. The purpose of
the Program is to provide supplemental foods and nutrition
education to eligible persons.
The monthly food box contains
evaporated milk, meat. juice,
instant milk, vegetables. fruit.
peanut butter or dry beans, rice
or pasta or potatoes, cereal,
cheese and nutritional informa-

Jennifer & Josh Garland
Amber & Chris Gillum
Tiffany Henson & Mason Wirlby
Laryn Hignite & Patrick Atcher

tion.
Persons 60 or older can apply
at Need Line. 638 South 4th
Street, Monday through Friday.
I() a.m. to 4 p.m. Applications
must bring proof of income for
all persons living in the home.
For more information, call the
office at 753-6333.

Haley & Zach Howland
Rachel & John Hughes
Ashley Jones
Kelley & Greg Lassiter
Allison & Clay McClanahan
Brittany & Ronnie Mardis
Jessica & Casey Naber
Megan & Ian Norris
Chantel & Matthew Pillow

New Beginnings holds concert
New Beginnings Transition Mellisa Crawford, Ryker and Schecter. Kyle and Pam Smith,
Janice and Wings of Hope.
Wilson,
Home will host a charity Jennifer
fundraising concert Friday.
March 4, from 6-8 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, 207
Robertson Rd. S., Murray.
Admission is free. Donations
will he accepted. Local talent
includes For Heaven's Sake
with Mike and Lawanda Glover
and Jonathan Burgess. Allison
Purcell with Natasha and Eliana,
Michael D'Elia and Westside
Youth with Carolyn Winchester.
Tony and Lesia Gallimore.
Spring & Summer...5 DAYS ONLY!
Heather Molle', Voices of Praise
with Michael Pickens, Logan
Tuesday, March 1st - Friday, March 4th (10-6)
Wilson. Margaret Wilkins. ,
Saturday, March 5th (10-6) Selected Items 1/2 Off
Lucretia Thompson. Taylor
James Sanders Blvd. (Oici Circuit City Building 0 Ky. Oaks Mall)
Crawford with Kevin and [3400
www.clothesofmanyclosets.com

Amanda & James Powell
Mandy & Hugh Rollins
Rachel & Brian Romrnes
Jessica & Craig Robinson
Sumer Taylor & Grant Page
Jessica Wilburn & Enck Young
Jennifer Westphal
*dew.
u
.
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Ctortirs or AlliAtw CUOSIETS
Children's Consignment Sale

Check Out These Great Homes

R
ON
Alihritico Cam

209 N. 12th St.• Mum)
.
753.7534
%.*...plaidnibbilmurrii, corn
104.00 , 04111141 , 00 ,41404,4
100 04.00.041,40iferef

,
- -7

444( d$(.11 Rd.

of Murray

LLC

GAZETTE

Gail
:raig

PUBLISHED WEEKLN or
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
MURRAY, KY 42071

711i Fin, tilln-rt

This month at Fern Terrace has been very busy. We
would like to welcome all of our new residents. Our
Valentine party was a success. Thanks to John, Vicky
and Norma for supplying our cake, ice creard and
cupcakes. We do love our sweets! We then danced off
all the calories to music and fun from The Darnell's.
The great weather we have had recently has allowed
us to start our walkers back outside. We're
waiting for the March flowers to
appear soon. Spring is just around
the comer, we can smell it already!

4410 K mose% di Rd.. I)tAti•r

MEIN CONCERT!
>400 North

Hazel Baptist Church
Thursday, March 3rd•7:00 pm
RI I

1 line oj(etsti41 Will

301 Gilbert Street • Hazel

falcon.

Our jackpot Winners
fir February are:
)4,'kw,atforoutio...r— alf

CAMPB LL REALTY
112 ‘..12th St. • n•i-10•40 • .arnrihellre.illy.com
-

•

Ruth (,artier
Lee Kemp
Relma Watson

6• Tuesday. March
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Garland Rentals. In
G & W Storage loc
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280.

Mini storage ne

classifiedtfuturrayledger.com

270-753-2905 our
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DEADLINES

Business Center
Fri.1(1a.m,

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, 600,Discount 2nd Run,
40": Discount 3rd Run.
i All 3 ,4il. Must R1.'115'151 lit t+11.14 lit nil
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I 1-.... NIE 1-•

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

Tuesday

Mottea,m

teanesday

Mon.12p.m.

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$-; 1; estrt tor 'smart Savor 1\100 (21,1i.sitto
0,, nth `iiii,irt Sir.', I

Thursday
ffty

The no lishet maintains (fie roght to 'elect or edit any submdted matter
I'!.AeL leekes.ii Lliele c11.2 LALs-1.12. 11 WILL LAII'lwAli s..1
'
.
LLik lialtUIL Al NQ 1..21.11Le. t 1 tARS 2-

Saturday

Calloway County Clerk's Office
Finance Report
Jan 1, 2010 - Dec 31.2010
RELUIPTS
Motel Vetiele
Larnaca

.

....

.....$1,114,146.50

Usage Tax
.$2.722.296.89
Property Tax
$2571.434.96
Ad Val late Fee
.815,013.00
Fish & Game
$7,351.00
. .........$10,259.50
Marriage License
Occupational Lit
$60.00
Brcordings
Deed Transfer Tax
$101,287.50
Delinquent Tax
$302,170.38
$41,790,00
Housing Trust Fund
Deed of Release
$14,157.00
Deeds, Eas'ts, Conte
$20,134.00
Leaser+
$226.00
Title Liens
$72,334.00
83,857.00
Notary Bonds
Plate, Mape, Surv'ys
12,200 00
Power of Att'y
2.22000
WE Mtge
262,455.00
Wills, Est, Coned .......
..$1,368.00
Misc Rec'ings
$18,409 71
Copies
$8,082.77
Postal Charges
$2,499.96
$39,362.82
Overpayments
Mac
$5,705.19
Candidate Filings
$2,380.00
State Fees
116,946.39
Fiscal Court
840,590.15
Interest
$1,341.05
TOTAL RECEIPTS

$7,200,078.77

IMPINDEELLBSII
rayamata_w_atate
Motor Vehicle Lc.
Usage Tax
Property Tax
Fish & Game
Delinquent Tax .
Legal Prossas Tax .
Housing Trust Fund
Payments to County
Property Tax
Delinquent Tax
Deed Trans Tax
'Occupational Lie
Payment to Other That
Property Tax
Delinquent Tax
Shenfrs Delinquent Tax
County Atty Del Tax
Onerataima
Salaries
Employers SS Share .
Equipment/Supplies
ConventionecTrasel
Duet ....
Postage
LW=
Refunds
Overpayments
MISC. .

2798,007.82
$2,634,952.38
$858,69813
$7.127.00
. . .138,222.48
. .129,180.32
..$41,790.00

Ti1151111.5111,31.2.EMEM
Excess Frees

17,045899 46
8154,17931

11,356,337.38
$12679337
..122,238 74
.S38.515.79
$574,852.58
.$40,716 30
.822,028_46
$3,021 62
$600.00
.863 78
.120.798.76
1.39.373.59
$3,090.00

060,
Help Wanted

Legai
Notice
The City ot Alm ray Pub ic Works &
Water & Wastewater Divisions
will accept sealed bids on chemicals (bulk
sodium hydroxide-5(K: mercury cell
grade. chlorine cylinders , sulfur dioxide
arid sodium fluoride I Specifications are
available at the City Clerks Office,
104 North 5th St . Murray, KY 42071
Bids are to be waded and marked "BidChemicals- Sealed tads are to be delivered to the City Clerks Office by 200 p rn local time tin Tuesday. March 22. 2011
The City of Murray reserves the right to a :Jive informalities and to reject any and
.t11 bids

020
Notice

1

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Faye's Custom
Embroidery &
Screen Printing
1604 few(11 2.1
Bypass Mtariae
(270)753-7743
*sr-twist mUrray-ky eel

PERSIAN
'.RUG SHOW
Isileey differ:eel
designs f. sizis
Wed March 211d
9.00 ate- 6.00 pm

,2253.891.32
139,545.97
$96,013.17
840.00

• Robert 0 Miller •
Coaftreace Sinter
201 S 4th St. .
7
-7HE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever fOr their
activities

The above information is true and accurate to the
best of my knowledge All figures are subject to
audit
Ray Coursev

ih-dionriss Number 2011-1627 olecond reading An
ordinance amending Ordinance Number 2010-1500
an ordinance which adopted the 2010-2011 Annual
Budget by estimating revenues and appropriating
funds for the operations of city government, by
amending the Police Department Capital Expense,
Fleet Management, to allocate funds for the purchase of one additional police cruiser in the amount
of $7,600 This amount reflects insurance pn:ceeds
received in the amount of $14.865
is Bill Wells
Bill Wells Mayor
Attest
okiarla McClane
Marla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Warren Hopkins
City Attorney
Urdiriance Number 2011-1626 isecond reading t
An ordinance amending Chapter 31, City
Administrative Officer, of the City of Murray Code
of Ordinances to amend the qualifications
Bill Wefla
Bell Wells. Mayor
Attest.
0/1 Marla McClure
lis,r.a McClure, CA:, Clerk
Summary prepared by Warren Hopkins
City Attorney
Ordinance Number 2011-15281second reading) An
ordinance amending Ordinance Number 2010-1500.
an ordinance which adopted the 2010-200 Annual
Budget by estimating revenue and appropriating
funds for the operations of city government. by
amending the General Fund Revenues, Special
Funded Sources, to include a Kentucky Homeland
Security Grant in the amount of 259,800 for communication upgrades and amend the Fire
Department Capital Expenditure in the amount of
$59,800 for communication upgrades to include
inatallation of a four tuts- Voter system tantennae
and repnrateror and upgrading the existing repeater
from NO watts to 100 watts The system will he
installed at the Andrus Drive tower. CCFR towers
at Hamlin, Faxon, Kinkeey, and Taylor Store Road
§18 Bill Welk
Bill Wells. Mayor
Attest
iktkla/ILMeclune
Marls McClure City Clerk
Summary prepared by Warren Hopkins

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Cali 753-1916

COMMUNITY Options
no., a national non
profit dedicated to
empowering individuals we developmental
disabilities is currently
Community
seeking
Support
Staff
in
Benton, KY. FT, PT and
opportunities
Sub
available!
Responsibilities
include assisting w1
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments /
activities. H S diploma /
GED, a valid DL wi a
good driving record & a
clean background are a
must! EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla.Spencer@como
p.org or fax to: 270906-2284

PECO

lit.,. AtLornsou

I

check us out on the Web!

or 641 North Mur

NEON
'MINIS

Wed. 10 a.m.
Thur,10tm

-

Thur.12P'
,
l

I
z
24/7 Sur
Climate
Elec

isimme
VISA
)

812 Wh

010.
I

locatiOns at 191 S N

Fri.10a.m.

Smart Saver

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-14427
Legal
Notice

1900 N. 12th St. S

Accepting.
resumes
All sales careers

& other positions
• Send to
• PO Box 363
Murray, KY

•

42011

DISCLAIMER
When act.e..ing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
tnurrayledger cont
you will be redirected
to jobrietwot Is cum
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this ssebsite
Howes er. as a national
website. not all listings
mi the jobnetwork som
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
is if 'you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
joh ii Tings Thank you
Full-time
grounds
keeper needed for
campground.
Maintenance experience
helpful.
Weekends required.
Please
call
1:00500pm 270-354-8157
FULL-TIME custodian
for
large
Murray
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
maintenance. Heavy
lifting and background
check are required.
Send resume with references to: Custodian,
P.O. Box
1040-K,
Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL agribusiness
dealer is seeking a fulltime clerical office position.
Computer skills necessary.
Send iesumes
to recruiting hutsoninc.com.
Local company has
immediate opening for
window cleaning/power
technician.
washing
Must have clean driving record, pass drug
test, love working outdoors, take pride in
work.
Starts
your
$9.00/hr. Mail resume
to PO box
1521
Murray, KY or fax to
270-753-7264
Local
Trucking
Company hiring a dispatcher. Must have a
good knowledge of
West KY area. Apply in
person Welch Sand
and Gravel. 6580 HWY
641 N. Almo
Mechanic needed for
local motorsports dealership
Experience
but
not
prefffered
required Call Wade at
753-8078
NEED a Pool Installer
for inground and above
ground
pools
for
Western KY and TN
Call me
270-9780706 to discuss details
PADUCAH Real Estate
Licensing
Classes.
3/03-3/26 Call or text
270-223-0789
deloiseadamsO yahoo co
iii

Rapidly growing cornpany based in Murray
is
seeking
an
Administrative
Assistant with
Microsoft Office and
Ouickbook experience
Fax resume to
270-477-0016

060

imp wanted

Local law firm seeking organized legal
secretary- detail onented. outstanding typing
and communication skills with multi-tasking
ability. Experience preferred Proficiency in
Microsoft Office. Responsibilities include
telephone, scheduling, ordering supplies, ability
to gather documents, information and drafting
responses to routine legal matters, bookkeeping
with OuickBooks, and supervising Wing. Salary
commensurate with experience Send resume
to P.0 Box 1040-C Murray, KY 42071

Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center is
currently taking applications for a MDS Nurse
The applicant must have the following
qualifications RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and nave at least 2 years experience
Apply in
with MDS LTC expenence a plus
person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025 No phone calls please.
EOEJAAE

Nel
/1V,I
"
s
Lab Tech, Shift & Floor Supervisors
A local manufacturing facility is looking for individuals to work as a lab technician. shift & floor
supervision_ Candidates must possess
assertiveness, initiative. and have the ability to
multi-task, pay special attention to details, and
coordinate daily operations and activities within
or between departments. Must enforce safety
and sanitation regulations.
Lab Tech, Shift & Floor Supervisors must have
2 years experience in related field.
Excellent benefit package:
•Health • dental • vision • supplemental
insurance
.9 paid holiday
•401K

•Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
company.
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker mvpgroupint.com

Join our team....
Schwarz Supply Source has
immediate openings for:
Night Shift Supervisor
Warehouse Receiving Clerk's
Forklift Operatator's
Must apply in person Mon-Fri
9:00 am - 3:00 p.m.
SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Drive
Murray, KY 270-767-1881

Sr Buyer
ISP CHEMICALS. LLC in Calvert City. KY
has an immediate opening for the position of
Sr. Buyer Must have a BS/BA in Business or
related held. Five (51 years of purchasing
experience, Knowledge of sources of suprey,
markets and price trends, and the venous
grades and qualities of 3 wide variety of materials. supplies, and equipment. Knowledge of
sourcing within a chemical plant environment,
Knowledge of the purchase order and
accounts payable processes, Knowledge of a
variety of computer software, including woid
processing, database and spreadsheet applications: Knowledge of occupational hazards
and safety precautions. Skill in negotiating
and administering contracts- Skill in handling
and prioritizing multiple projects, Skill in communicating effectively, orally and in writing.
Skill in utilizing public relations techniques in
responding to inquiries and complaints, Skill in
establishing and maintaining effective working
relationships with other employees, management. and the general public, Solicit commercial offenngs and contracts for the purchase of
goods and services. Implements supply chain
management strategies. Functions as a member of a local team and extended teams
throughout the organization. ISP offers a competitive salary and benefits package. including
a 401(K) ISP is an Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action Employer M/F/DiV
Please note that we accept online applications only, through our websde at
http r.www.ispcorp corn;

I
SEEKING automotive
consultant
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused,
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer.
No previous auto sales
expenence is needed,
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a pcsl
live.
Please send
resumes to 701 Main
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license,
SLEEP Central is now
hiring
for
a
Department
Supervisor. Duties
include, accomplishing
human resource objectives by selecting, orienting. training, assigning. scheduling, coaching, counseling, and
disciplining employees;
communicating
job
expectations; planning,
monitoring, appraising
job
contributions;
adhering to policies
and procedures. Meet
operational standards
by contributing information to strategic
plans and reviews;
implementing production, productivity, quality. and customer-sere
ice standards; resolv
ing problems: identity.
ing system improve,
merits. The successfu,
candidate will have
three to five years of
supervisory experience
and prior work experience in a team-oriented environment is
required A minimum
educational
background of high school
diploma or GED equivalent is also required_
Please notify us of your
interest by emailing us
a
cheryl.pierce Crotech .c
om or you can stop into
our facility to complete
an application, AA-F
8am-5pm, at 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
42071. E0E/AAIMFDV.
TECHNICIAN needed.
Work hours 7:00-5.00.
Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O
Box 1040-E. Murray.
KY 42071
120

20 word line ad
one week
ONLY 01 9.00

(270) 753-1916

753-

LEDGER &TIMES
Apartments For Rent
4BR. C/1-1/A. all appli
ances Coleman RE
753-9898

Articles
For Sale

Musical

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains al
Trends-N -Treasures.
Kids Welcome! Buy
and appraise coins.
270-753-4161

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chor6thut S.
Gartar, Plaio, Drwriti
Voice & more

CONCRETE blocks for
sale 50c each Call
227-8721 after 4prn
interested

We Train Youth
Rands!

Set Full Mo. Rent Free

Furniture
Bargains:
Two matching wingback chairs. Two reclin•
ers. Two couches and
a beautiful 5.5x8 area
rug. 270-759-1025
PTA-obolizecl chair never
used 270-356-0459

(270)9
.
03-1,51

E uoial opporturirty

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
''.605 E

South -12th Si

2BR
2BA
$350.001moadep_ No
pets. Call 293-9176
767-0583
720
Apartments For Rent I

R701753-1713

L

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Kubota
L2800, 5
woods bush hoe, 6
disc 2009 Scag zero
turn mower.
270-227-9043
219

Firewood

_I

FIREWOOD
(2701210-6267
Pick up or delivery

L4 113SCR14.

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR close to MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets
753-2225

into
'
'
4 Savings!
a
e
e

1

mo
L.o
.

Mall.00:
I

11 3
$63
00
'

e

_J1

Rest of KY/TN

All Other S
MIa
l"
i;
°
Subscriptions
I

Puri car A Kill haueni

.$7050

1 yr........
I. heck
I

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W.D.
stove
refrigerator,
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent

iCalkoasiol

$105.0_0116
1
in0
'
11 yr.

3 600.
6

Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances.
Available now
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

a

LEDGER&TIMES

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opponunity
i DO #1-800-648-6056

Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln 6/acres
S500 mo
206-883-6219

subscribe to the

I 6
1 1,mr.
o.

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available Call for your
appointment
today.
PO 753 2905.

Rooms For Rent

MURRAY

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

2BR/1.5BA
Duplex
garage. Lynn grove
$675.00(mo. 227-1743
or 293-7404

LARGE 2BR, 2BA
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
$425
plus
MSU
deposit
References
required
492-8069.
970-8412

14 pfaces sold so
far. Dent miss otat
SOLD
2701 7534012

LARGE
'SELECTION

1505 Onigual Drixe
11314 W 21314 Ape.
270-753-8556
TM)I-300-545-1833
Ext. 283

a7nd
$12,900
Available in Feb.

11111Les

Calloway Garden
Es.sex Diisstis
Apartments

Ptano TuniN
DJ & Sound

1998 Champion trailer
16x80. 3BR, 2BA
metal siding and root
all appliances included
270-293-0720

111 Home Delisv5e
sA
rlo
y
1 3 mo.
$3000

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets_
Randy Brandon
293-6999

10 X 10 at
Lights and
24/7 Sur
1900 N.
Behind Murray

Call Ashley or Natasha
to place ail ad

comp.„,

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

753-

I St. Paddy's
Picks

3 me.
6 mo.

:
9
75
6 :I

1 yr

$145.00 i

Money Order

Visa

M/C
1

Name

1628 Olive, 2BR IBA
Practically on campus
include
Appliances
W/D refrig. and stove.
436-5085
1BR, Lease & Deposit
270-753No Pets
0728. 270-994-3308
2-car
IBA.
26R,
garage. large yard, partally fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826

I St Address
City
•
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
I
"
Mail this coupon with payment to

WAN1ED junk car &
truck batteries Top
pnces paid
(270)759-9694
I.

Murray Ledger & Times
PO. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (2701753-1916

1
1
1

2BR, close to MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898
3 & 4BR Houses
C/H,A,
Available.
Locations
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

3BR 1.513A garage &
workshop, stove dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259

,es

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray ledger & Tunes

•
luesday, March I 2bli '

Garland Rentals. Inc. has now acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction of
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and.

A 2 BEDROOM
1 BATH HOME
LOCATED LESS
THAN A MILE
FROM
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY!

Mini storage needs, please call

1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray

locations at 19

N. 12th MBC

-

Storage

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

'

"

270-753-2905 our office is located at

Business Center. Visit our other

SUDOKU

Friday, March 4th 2011 @ 10:00 AM
223 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY

Concepts SudoKu

7

2

EXCELLENT STARTER HOME OR INVESTMENT
PROPERTY! PUBLIC WATER & SEWAGE!

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

9
5

Kai Estate Setts At 10:00 AM! Auction Held On Sttel
.FO* MORE PHOTOS'
.4.111.•

4
89

8

4

1 9

All

ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

440 .
Lots For Sale
MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sale with
in city limits Southwes
Area. 865-525-3181

753-2905
Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

4BR. CM/A. at appli
ances Coleman RE
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

let Fut No Rent Free

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

BA

./BR 1 SBA
Duplex
garage Lynn grove
$675 00/mo 227-1743
or 293-7404
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
at le
today.
appointment
753 2905
LARGE 2BR, 2BA.
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU
plus
$425
deposit
References
required
492-8069.
970-8412
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
,^Vecinesdav Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Very rice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances
Available now
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

ed.

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D.
stove
refrigerator.
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
$600imo plus deposit
270-492-8211

Rooms For Rent
Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219

ii
I_II

I
I

II

1628 Olive 2B14 IBA
Practically on campus
.nclude
Appliances
WD refrig, and stove.
436-5085
1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2-car
IBA.
2BR,
garage. large yard, part ally fenced $550 plus
secunly 978-7441
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826
2BR. close to MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898
3 & 4BR Houses
C/H/A,
Available.
Locations
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

38R, 1 5BA. garage &
workshop. stove. dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259.

530
Services Offelid
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp

Insured

Behind Murray Business Center

LA

03...

naa
s,. Wit, 3855 SI RI 15 Non'', •• Mayhew, Er 42%8
'
unamt I. HARRIS Batman Am mon
MINNS TR HARRIS.fetAlTDR,AULTIOMIR
nlimike ea • iireeins.sie KS 4.240
,
qtelni1"
OEN Rol INS(R AiTORIALICIIOSIft
270-247,3253 • 270-475-4800 • 800-380-4318

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

BR
270-753-n556
I-800-545-1103
Ext. 220

6

56 4
3 1 8
27 9
45 7
82 1
93 6
64 5
79 3
18 2

lonapi AoctkwNers"
.
. Proleg
-row

s. 1111'111N
HARRIS '13.10ISER/AUCSIONIFER
KAM.OS624

RI 1I."MATE

MBC Storage

i 505 Ditipuid

83 1 29 7
92 7 64 5
45 6 18 3
26 a 93 1
34 9 75 6
1 7 5 42 8
78 2 3 1 9
5 1 4 86 2
69 3 57 4

3

753-3653

Apartment

Answer to previous puzzle

„..111l VW*•,V4Illtt
,....“1
1rrri

Si? WhItnell Ave.

t'allossay Garden
Essex l)sisri

4

57

3

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY'42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH 51.
1.1enrlak
turner at 12:
10X 10 S25 lOs1.5 $40

12701436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
vinside climate Lontr6
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
*We sell boxes'
eiVe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

nwlcal
i Prop. For Rent
Col P
l

3BR 2BA Home on
iacre 5mi from town.
C,I-i/A Extra large eat
in kitchen. Large living
room with fireplace.
Master suit2. Close to
elementary school. Kid
Detached
friendly.
garage with lots of storage. Other out buildings. 1000 Cohoon Rd.
Call for appointment
270-227-9055
38R, 3BA Brick home
Springs
Saratoga
270-753$287.000
2135
BRAND new 3BR 28A
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Briarcresi Subdivision.
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270753-2905.

530

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Carol Block, Dorothy
Diana
and
Cook,
Riedel wish you good
luck in 2011 Need tax,
payroll, or bookkeeping
I elp,761 1040

227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work.
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on saptic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Malor
ere& cards accepted.
978-0404

From Drywall 6
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kdcriens
Decks to,Fericing
W4 DaftAV •
No Job'To rttalfr
- • '• neeramisit
•VIVI law Wepisrte
iseedenteiffitdell
remodeling COM

Or Tutoring, Grades 15. Academics, enrichment, national test
prep, and thinking
skills. Information call
(270)348-1175

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
"Flight Review
+Discovery Flight

i'rr-i3.eliable

..flon Flame'
(270) 227-3140
(270)$74-0323

• Ket.r.,

?...112,71-1 24;1 4489

il. 1044

KEY ROOFING.
PAINTING &
REMODELING

\I

NiAN )t(.1
rioal

ph.kurg,

117

9-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

41;i yrs. experieribe-

(270)754;0501
O'BRYAN TREE
-8 DEBRIS
• Locally Owned
and operated
.• Free. Estimates
• Lie, & Ins
270-7034021.
270-70341005 •
Johhny O'Bryan

Free Estimates
References

PICK UP
Handyman Work

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

kiqnpe'AU.tU
L&M
,LAWN SERVICE
-mowing; Manicuring

•
Mt:1pda Mia4105
'.1% Mtn

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

.

Waal Rithro.

Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
'Satisfaction guarantee

^lo.,lob Ton- Sm

Jacob
270+478-0278

753.1816 727-0611
ML Garage Doors
repair
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

,
SD
&

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814

Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area
513.8570

Horoscope

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday. March 2, 2011:
New 2-4
This year, you walk through
Bedroom homes in
doors while simultanc.A.N:y realRiverfteld Estates.
izing the importance of key part'FIG Real Property nerships or associations in your
life. Many times you could
Professionals
assume a low-key role, but then
203.7872
change your mind and head in a
totally different direction. Honor
NEW Listing
who you are. If you are single.
3BR, 2BA
you could meet someone very
Energy Efficient
interesting. This person might
270-210-3781
not be the easiest to relate to. If
270-559-2032
you are attached, the two of you
REDUCED 2.5 story might start acting like newlyhouse on 7 acres with weds if you just dote on each
barn With picturesque other a little more. AQUARIUS
view. East of town. makes an escellent healer.

•Asphatt .Installation
& Maintenance
*Seal cOattng &
stripping

$5 We wiii save
YOU money $$

• locally •e...114:41;operated

FREE

MITCHELL
BROS.

1'

.5 nfoeridalAs • .
F-q1 Emerfehrs",:
Fisk Slinnip Removal„

Ovmer.
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
vs I
‘l

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

H
TOWN
tREt SEFtYIGE.

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
-DEBRIS REMOVAL
"*24
Emergency
owne •
icensed

270-293-5624
YEARRY'S
Tree
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

3

72

4

1

-7111 !Ind

ads

placed ir our
paper are posted on our website for free!

by Jacqueline Bigar
sense with a family member or
real estate issue. You might not
be in the mood to act on any
issue right now, which could be
smart Gather more information.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Expressing your ideas
naturally is excellent, though
someone might misunderstand
your words. You will know when
immediately
happens
this
because there will be a chill

emanating from that person. .
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*it*** Thoughts about money
pre-occupy and color a decision
You might feel negative about
your lob or role in the communi
ty. Realize what is happening
here, but refuse to make any
speedy decisions today.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
* er*** You bloom in the present atmosphere Someone you

seek information from could
seem to be witnholding something. He or she simply might not
be in the mood to talk or elaborate
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Say less and listen more
than normal. A partner might be
holding back but comes through
anyway_ You will know what ails
this person if you stop and
reflect

wet IN/

IT'S EASIER TO GET THE RIGHT
COVERAGE FACE-TO-FACE

NOT FACE-TO-SCREEN

Make offer. 293-7252_
RETAIL Store in Haze,
+1 .
SF
5000
$1000.00/month
270-492-8211

490
lisei Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SAM

CKC Bloodhound puppies
and
Males
females $350 00/ea
978-6404

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858
REGISTERED female
and male lawn Chinese
Pugs 9wks old, first
and second shots.
$400.00 Ready for a
good home. 753-5867
puppies
Shih-Tzu
$125 00/EA 492-8463

51,orrJ, ledger & Inge, Ia.,
11,,,$n5 5,1 Sobbr

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Keep roaming through
possibilities with others Being
We Finance
open can only solidify an idea,
holiancimotorsaies.co
whereas a problem could pres270-753-4461
ent itself and you won't see it if
you don't test it out Someone
from a distance makes a stern
97 white Ford Taurus
appraisal of a situation
4
/
1691
with
miles
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
$1,500 00 Call
**** Make sure you handle
436-2325 or
different segments of a problem
Dealing with one facet is not the
answer. Note fatigue Think
about a visit to the doctor. or perhaps establish better sleep
exercise arid eating patterns.
Sdverado
2003 Chevy
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
LS Loaded. 78.000/mi
***** Your ability to read
1 owner. $13.950.00. between the lines, detach and
293-4739
observe singles you out as an
astute intellect when dealing with
people Sometimes it might be
smarter not to let on about your
perceptions.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Revel in the moment
APPLIANCE REPAIR
or
SERVICE & PARTS Understand where a partner
(270) 293-8726 OR associate is coming from.
Instinctively, you might want to
759-5534
pull back and rethink a situation
Chuck Van Buren
because of feeling vulnerable
Curb a tendency to cover emotional issues with intellectual
iKttigDt's
logic Root out the real issue.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others want to assume a
You can count on the
greater role and might not relate
most experienced
to your ideas Establish new
in West Ky,
boundaries Others will listen
when they get that you are for
403 Tom Taylor Trail
real Cut some of the charm'
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
753-7728
*** Stay focused on the task
at hand You might want to
a decision you made
Hill Ereitffe rethink
recently, especially if it causes
sin,, 9511
you discomfort You are coming
Res ('om & Ind
from a solid poini of view
Lesen,ed 3., 111.111;d
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
All it. IMF III small
***** Your innate skills come
753-9562
forth You might be mole nega.em
tive than you realize, creating a
somber perspective Let in the
A-1 Lamb's
feedback of others, open up to
Professional Tree
trusting Get past a present bout
Service Insured
of pessimism
753-TREE 07331
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Listen to your sixth
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FOR Sale Nice duplex
in Northwood. $90.000
270-293-1446

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day ou'll Have: 5-Dynainic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Safeco Insurance,
'Aften you buy insuance online sometimes its hard to get answei
Hut with Safeco Insurance you talk lo a real person an ,ndependent
39e1st wbOppCiigOtfflei9ti!tt*SghtprvP
WILLIS

WILLIS INSURANCE, INC.
270-753-8485
201 N 5th St
Murray. NY 42071
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
President George W. Bush
signed a proclamation declaring
March 2001 as Red ('loss Month
Viola VvOod. president of East
Elementary PTA. presented a check
to Matt Leet, for Calloway County High School Project Graduation 2001.
March is recognized as National Nutrition Month by the American Dietetics Association.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds beat Southern Illinois 4-3
in a baseball game.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Council met in
tegular session and passed the second reading of the ordinance to
refinance the bond purchased by
the City of Murray. The bid submitted by Hilliard-Lyons was
accepted.
More than 100 delegates from
sewn colleges and universities in
Kentucky were on the campus of
Murray State University, Feb. 2224 for the annual conference of
the Kentucky Association of College and University Residence
Flails tKAC:URHt.
The United States Navy Band
will perform at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus on Thursday, March.
21.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Valeria Hampton.
Thirty years ago
Gwen Cooper was recently.
crowned 1981 Valentine Queen of
the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi by Linda Hunt
past Valentine Queen, at a banquet held in her honor at Devanti's.
Murray High School seniors
Lewis Bossing and Todd Mills
received Certificates of Merit in
recognition of their distinguished
performance in the National Merit
Scholarship Program.
The Murray State tennis team
raised its indoor record to 2-2
during the weekend, sweeping
matches at Southeast Missouri and
Southwest Missouri by scores of
9-0 and 8-0.
Forty years ago
Mark Etherton. Becky Sams,

Mary Winter. Don Lampkin and
Dan Tinsley. students at Murray
High School, presented the program at the meeting of the Zeta
Department (it the Murray Woman's
Club.
James Stey en Smith. son of
Mr. and Mrs_ James. P. Smith,
has enlisted in the U.S. Army.
Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Glen S. Kelso. has bee',
selected as "Most Outstandlr
Member'. of the Murray State 1 .1,i
versity Student Nlember Sectio
of the Kentucky Home Ecomm
ics Association.
Fifty years ago
Since Jan I. the Murray-Calloway County Library circulated
8,355 books according to a report
given by the librarians, Mrs. Esc()
Gunter and Mrs Ben Trevathan.
at the Library. Board meeting.
Twila Adams,Chad Gray. Tedd
Potts, Hugh Outland and RichaH
Lamb made speeches at the meeting of the Kirksey Junior 4-H
Club.
The Lynn Grove PTA honored
the Lynn Grove Junior High basketball champions, tkeir coach and
cheerleaders with a potluck supper. Coach is Raymond Story.
Players are Johnnie Kelso. Franklin
Cooper, Rodney Scott, Eddie Workman, Bobby Ward. Stanley Hargrove. Hal On, David Watson,
Tommie Key. Jimmy Lamb, Henry
Armstrong and Clayton Hargrove.
Cheerleaders are Patty McNeely,
Carol Taylor. Carita Chumbler,
Laveeta Erwin. Terry Kay Walker and Dianne Scott.
Sixty years ago
Neale B. Mason, professor of
cello and theory. Fine Arts Department, Murray State College. will
present a violin-cello recital on
March. 6.
In opening games of the Fourth
District Basketball Tournament
Lynn Grove beat New Concord,
Calvert City beat Brewers. Benton beat Murray Training, and
Sharpe beat Hazel.
The first in a series of six 4H Club Tractor Maintenance and
Operation Schools will be held
March 3 at the Stokes Tractor and
Implement Company_

DEAR ABBY: This is in
response to your Jan. 7 column
about "Frannie." whose personal
grooming issues may have cost
her a promotion at work. The
friend who wrote you might suggest that she is making an appointnient for both of them at a day
..,,stnetologists
Liid "pluck,
pi imp
and
pretty them
both up with
a new look.
way,
That
someone else
could actually tell Frannie what to
do to improve
her appearDear Abby ance,
and the
friend
can
By Abigail
feel she has
Van Buren
been tactful
while
still
making a difference, It may cost
a few dollars. but it could be an
effective solution. -- ROWENA
IN KANSAS
DEAR ROWENA: "Frannie's
Friend" described her as wearing
no makeup, sporting a huge unibrow and wearing sandals that
expose her hairy feet. I also
advised the services of a cosmetologist. However, readers -- some
of them males -- vigorously disagree with us. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm a male who
is put off by women who place
too much emphasis on makeup
and their "look " I appreciate
women who are real and have
enough self-confidence not to get
bent out of shape over clothes,
hairstyles or. of all things, bushy
eyebrow's.
I would have suggested that
Frannie find a job where she's
appreciated for her skills, since
it's obvious to me her current
employer places the emphasis on
superficiality. I work in aerospace,
where we value (and need) smart
women who can make things happen. We love women with strength
and character, and tend to be sus

picious of someone try tog to pull
off the 'Barbie Doll" unage. -MIKE IN EVERETT. WASH.
DEAR ABBY: Heaven forbid
that women present themselves to
the world as they are, rather than
hidden behind blushes and eye
shadows! Why are we taught to
be ashamed of our own faces?
As for the overly hairy eyebrows,
why should it matter?
The writer mentioned that her
friend is in shape and dresses
well, so it isn't as if she strolls
into the office looking unkempt.
The real issue here is that Franflies co-workers judge her on
something that has absolutely nothing to do with her work.
I applaud Frannie for being
confident enough about who she
is not to modify herself to meet
other people's shallow standards
Our society has become a vapid.
aesthetically demanding place that
values appearance over merit. -CAITLIN IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR ABBY: When a woman
has excessive facial hair and hair
on the toes and feet. it can be a
symptom of an endocnne disorder, particularly polycystic ovary
disease. Frannie should visit her
OB/GYN to make sure she doesn't have an underlying medical
problem. -- PESHTIGO, WIS.,
READER
DEAR ABBY: Frannie does
not owe "prettiness" to anyone
but herself. If someone is offended by her unibrow or hairy toes,
that's his/her problem, not Frannie's. Unless Frannie is truly clueless or actually desires hair
removal. I don't think her friend
should mention grooming to her.
Frannie should be encouraged
to find a man who likes her for
exactly who she is. and not just
if she conforms to society's often
ridiculous standards of beauty. Your
response that Frannie "needs' to
hear exactly why her appearance
fails to attract men perpetuates
the shallow belief that women
must change themselves in order
to be seen as attractive. --CLAIRE
IN MILWAUKEE

inside a men's room at the U.S.
Capitol.
Ten years ago: Afghanistan's
ruling Taliban, defying international protests. I,egan destroying
all statues in the country.
Five years ago: Actor Jack
Wild, who'd played the Artful
Dodger in the 1968 movie musical "Oliver!," died int Bedfordshire, England, at age 53.
One year ago: Jay Lew returned
as host of NBC's "'The Tonight
Show."

BEING TOO
SOCIAL?
Dear
Heloise: With
SOCIAL NETWORK
USAGE on
the rise, here
are some privacy hints to
keep in mind:
•Don't list
phone numbers or other personal
information, such as your address.
• When you are going on vacation, don't post it on a site. The
entire world doesn't need to know
that your house will be empty for
a few days.
• Keep your profile at the
highest security (privacy) settings
possible.
• Watch what you post: you
never know who is looking at
your profile. especially future
employers.
• Don't post pictures where
you are holding beverages, no
matter what's in them, or pictures
that show you engaging in suggestive or questionable behavior.
• Information is never truly
deleted from the Internet: people
with the right knowledge still can
access things you deleted years
ago.
I,uke, a college student in

In 1867. Nebraska became the
37th state.
In 1872, President Ulysses S.
Grant signed an act creating Yellowstone National Park.
In 1931, Memphis. Tenn.. held
its first Cotton Carnival.
In 1932, Charles A. Lindbergh
Jr., the 20-month-old son of Charles
and Anne Lindbergh. was kidnapped from the family home near
Hopewell, N.J. (Remains identified as those of the child were
found the following May.
In 1971. a bomb went off
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Update in the
treatment of cataracts
: I recentDEAR DR. 601-1.
ly read somewhere that there is
a new cataract treatment that uses
an infrared laser to bleach the
age-induced yellowing of the lens
-- as opposed to lens-replacement
surgery. Would you please discuss this in your column?
DEAR READER: In March
2010,
The
New
York
Times science
section discussed
this
very subject.
Cataracts are
C ommonly
treated
by
removing the
damaged lens
and replacing
it with a synthetic version;
By
Dr. Peter Gott however, the
procedure is
invasive and costly. As an alternative, an ophthalmologist and his
colleagues at the Glostrup Hospital at the University of Copenhagen in Denmark came up with
what they believe is a pronnsing
alternative -- bleaching the yellowed lens with a laser. The
research team uses infrared light
delivered by an extremely fastpulse laser -- so fast, in fact, that
two photons hit a target molecule simultaneously with the same
effect as if UV light were used.
The newly discovered treatment reduces light absorption and
helps restore lens proteins to their
proper structure. At the time of
the writing, a great deal more
research and development was
necessary before the procedure
could become routine. It is a similar technique to Lasik.
Then a Nov. 17, 2010, pilot
study report from Stanford University covered in the journal Science Translation Medicine indicated an image-guided laser technique is 10 times better than (hat
achieved with current manual
methods and could truly change
the way cataract surgery' r; per-

Dr. Gott

formed. Experts say guided lasers
will allow eye surgeons to perform surgery,' in far less time with
greater precision.
Statistics indicate that more than
1.5 million cataract surgeries are
performed in our country each year.
An astonishing one in three Americans, primarily senior citizens, will
undergo cataract surgery at some
point in their lives. The natural
lens of the eye will be surgically removed and replaced with an
implanted, permanent artificial
lens. Today, the initial incision is
performed manually and the
breakup and removal of the clouded lens is performed with ultrasound. With the new technique,
however, this will all be done
with a special laser guided by 3D imaging.
While it has been made very
clear the new technique and imaging will improve the precision
and allow. for better control, it
hasn?t been fully determined
whether the method will result in
a better outcome for the patient
against a known current procedure that already has a high success rate with few complications.
With refractive repair, many
patients will have 20/20 vision
without the need for glasses or
contact lenses. Images of the eye
are taken to determine the thickness of the cornea and distances
from the back of the cornea to
the front of the lens and back
again. The information garnered
can be used to program the imageguided laser so a surgeon can
determine the precise cut to make.
In response to your question,
newer research remains ongoing
and extremely promising. I cannot determine whether infrared
laser (or other procedures) is for
you. That decision is best left to
your ophthalmologist. As with any
procedure, make sure that you
consult with a specialist you have
complete confidence in and be
guided by what he or she has to
say.

Hints From lieloiso

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March I.
the 60th day of 2011. There are
305 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March I. 1961, President
John F. Kennedy signed an executive order establishing the Peace
Corps.
On this date:
In 1790, President George
Washington signed a measure
authorizing the first U.S. Census.
In 1809. the Illinois Territory
came into existence.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Readers rise up to support
subject of cosmetic makeover

ELMO,

by
Heloise

Lubbock, Texas
Luke, all good hints to keep
in mind! Use caution with your
home address, phone number and
other identifying info. -- Heloise
VISOR HELPER
Dear Heloise: If you slide a
small, stiff paper bag over your
sun visor in your car, when you
pull the visor over to the car door,
it really blocks out the sun and
fills in the space where the sun
usually hits you in the ..tye. Sorry
I didn't think of this years ago. - John in ‘ero Beach, Fla.
GIFT-CARD RETAINING
Dear Heloise: Please remind
folks to keep those used-up mall
gift cards. I made purchases on
this type of gift card and threw
it away after it was "empty."
I tried to return a pair of shoes.
The shoe store in the mall needed the gift card to make the credit to, and because I didn't have
the card anymore, it would only
give me a store credit, not a cash
refund. The store didn't have any
shoes that I really wanted. When
I went home, I asked my husband to never give me a gift card
again! -- Faye in California
A good hint to keep in mind.
Check the return policy before making a purchase, anywhere. -Heloise
ORDERING MAGAZINES

Dear Readers: When subscribing to magazines via those postcard inserts, carefully read the
offers. Many times they are tempting you with wording such as
"Seventy percent off the newsstand price," etc. This still may
add up to more than a hundred
dollars for a weekly magazine. It
may be more cost-effective to buy
only the issues that interest you.
Heloise
COMPOSTING
Dear Heloise: When composting, the smaller pieces you use.
the faster you will have compost
and the better it will be. Take the
time to cut veggies in smaller
pieces. and shred paper with your
paper shredder. Trust me, the extra
effort is 4-torth it! -- Tammy in
Kentucky
CATALOG STOP
Dear Heloise: As soon as I
receive catalogs, advertisements,
etc., that I did not order, I look
for the phone number, call the
company and tell it to take me
off the mailing list. -- A Reader
in Ohio
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, EO. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-IIELOISE or e-mail it to
11e1oise(at)Heloise.com.
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BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT ONLY
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Havana's land
Obsessed captain
Tnck
Mine rock
Tasks for Hercules
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Everything
Scottish lake
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Sense of wonder
Parade sight
Use a broom
Lennon's wife
Grenade part
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Yule song
Stately dance
Colleague of Spock and Sulu
Maui greeting
Casual topper
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Towel word
Lets loose
October birthstones
Annoying fellow
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Al arty time
Like bar beer
Muscular
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W OMEN'S BASKETBALL

Racers hoping to pull Goys' trick
MURRAY STATE TAKES INSPIRATION
FROM AUSTIN PEAY'S UNLIKELY
TOI'RNANIENT TITLE RUNS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor

In each of the past two seasons, a team that wasn't supposed to challenge for an Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
title won the event and represented the league in the NCAA
tournament.
On both occasions, that team
was Austin Peay.
Even Murray State has suffered at the hands of the
Governors' postseason magic.
falling to a fifth-seeded APSU
club in the semifinals two years

ago when the Racers were the
top seed.
On Wednesday. MSU. which
snuck into this year', event
with the eighth and final seed.
will face the fifth-seeded
Governors under the new tournament format, which rewards
the conference's top four teams
with first-round byes.
And if the Racers, who suffered through a 5-13 regularseason in conference play, are
looking for something to play
for this March. they need only
li.x)k at the team that will line up

Wednesday

This Week

(8) Murray State vs.
(5) Austin Peay

OVC Tournament

When: noon
Where: Municipal Auditorium
i.Nastiville Tenn )
Radio: WNEIS 1340 AM
Records: MSU 9-20 (5-13 OVCi
APSU 13-17 (12-6 OVC)
This season: Austin Peay *on 69-59
on Feb 5 in Clarksville Austin Peay
won 71-55 on Jan 8 in Murray

across from them at Nashville's
Municipal Auditorium.
"Our team understands that
the really tough thing is to win
the regular-season title." head
coach Rob Cross said at
Monday's press conference. "In
a tournament situation, it's do
what you need to do to get past
that first game, and then who

Wednesday
Austin Peay vs 18. Murray SI
noon
6)Jacksonville St vs 17) Tennessee
Si 2 p m
Thursday
(4) Eastern Illinois vs APSUAIUR.
noon
13) Morehead St vs JSUiTSU. 2 pm
Friday
f 1i Tenn Tech vs EIU'APSU.MUFT
noon (Waz00)
(2) Tenn -Martin vs MOP JSU TSU 2
pm Wazoo)
Saturday
Championship game 3 p m iWazoo)

TOMMY DILLARD

knows what happens.
"That's something Austin
Peay has been able to do the
past two years. ...That's the
See RACERS, 10

MSU GOLF

FIRST REGION GIRLS TOURNAMENT:
CALLOWAY CO. 87, HICKMAN CO. 55

NewWave
first round
postponed

In good hands

MURRAY STATE Will,
PLAY 18 HOLES TODAY
WITH SHOTGUN START
THIS MORNING

WILSON BECOMING
DANGEROUS SCORER
FOR CALLOWAY IN
REGIONAL

Staff Report
The Moira). State women's golf
team's NewWave Communications
Classic at Miller Memorial Golf
Course was postponed Monday due to
rain.
The six-team field which includes
Austin Peay, Tennessee State.
Belmont, Valparaiso and Western
Illinois will play 18 holes today and
crown a champion.
Since the event began in 2003.
Murray State has won five of eight
titles, including the last three.

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
When junior guard Karlee Wilson
had a procedure done on her hands last
fall, no one around the Calloway
County program could have anticipatd the impact it would have on the
ady Lakers' post-season push which
as now extended into March.
Following the procedure, Wilson
ad to tape her hands every day prior
practice to protect them. The junior
sponded by beginning to light it up
mom beyond the arc.
Head coach Scott Sivills noticed.
That's why more than six months
later, prior to the Lady Lakers' home
tilt with district rival Murray High,
Sivills suggested to the struggling
Wilson that maybe she should tape her
hand again.
Following the Calloway win that
night. Wilson has been taping up ever
since, shooting the ball well, and
establishing herself as a bonafide scorer for Sivills.
Monday night at the CFSB Center
in the opening round 'of the First
Region tournament, Wilson was at it
again, this time filling it up to help the
Lady Lakers blow past Hickman
County 87-55.
Wilson finished with 16 points on
5-for-9 shooting, including 4-for-6
from beyond the arc against the Lady
Falcons, but Sivills said Wilson's
recent success isn't as much about
what the new modification to her nonshooting hand has done physically, as
much as it is mentally.
"A lot of it is mental with her:
Sivills said. "But she is limiting herself from using her left thumb. When I
gave her that idea almost a month ago,
she laughed about it and said. 'OK,
let's do it,' and she did it and since
then she's been scoring double figures.
"We just tell her to keep taping ii
and see what happens. but it hasn't
given her a problem whatsoever, but a
lot of it is mental I think."
Wilson buried her first three of the
night just a minute into the game to
give the Lady Lakers an early 6-0
lead, then less than two minutes later
stretched the Calloway lead to 14-0 on
a short jumper.
The Lady Lakers outscored the
Lady Falcons 24-7 in the opening
quarter with six different players
notching at least a point.
In the second quarter. senior Averee
Fields and junior guard Abby Futrell

KENTUCKY
BASKFTBALI.

Maturing
Harrellson
leading
Wildcats
CENTER HAS GONE
FROM A FTERTHOIL H
To INTEGRAL PART OF
KENTUCKY TEAM

nicasountes

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky center Josh Harrellson considers himself a kid at heart, he even

See LADY LAKERS, 10

This Week
First Region Girls Tournament
(at CFSB Center)
Monday
Lone Oak 42 St Mary 33
Calloway Co 87 Hickman C. ..•
Tuesday
Ballard Memorial vs Paducah Tilghman
Carlisle Co vs Murray 7 45 P rn
Friday
Lone Oak vs Calloway Co 6 p m
I3M/PT vs CC/Mur. 7 45 p m
Saturday
Champions,hip game, 7p rn

Ledger g Times

Murray State head coach Rob Cross talks to his team during a timeout in a game earlier this season at the CFSB
Center. Cross says his squad, seeded eighth in the OVC
Tournament, which begins Wednesday. can take some
inspiration from the surprise championship runs of firstround opponent Austin Peay in each of the past two seasons.

RICKY MARTIN

Ledgr,r P. Times

Calloway County junior forward Alyssa Cunningham scores this basket over Hickman County's Mattea
Lock in the first quarter of Monday night's opening round game of the First Region tournament at the
CFSB Center. Cunningham finished the night with six points as the Lady Lakers won 87-55.
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with
friendship
Chandler Nortleet is
reflection of the
senior's career as a
Wildcat: A relationship that seemed
Harrellson
doomed from the start
have an unlikely happy ending.
265-pound
6-foot-10,
Ill,.
broke
inadvertently
Harrellson
Norfleet's leg while playfully attempting to block the youngster's reverse
layup at Kentucky's basketball camp
last summer
Instead of hard feelings dexeloping,
a fnendship was formed.
It's a almost of a mirror image of
Harrellson's playing days at Kentucky.
From the target of much of flintier
Kentucky coach Billy Crillispie's ire as
a sophomore to an afienhought as a junior, Harrellson has become an integral
pan of the freshmen-laden 20th-ranked
Wildcats this season.
"It seems like I just got here,(but) ii
seems like I've been here forever too,"
Harrellson said. "I look back at my first
year, it seemed like it was three seasons
in one. It was a long road and lust these
last two years. they flew by."
Now the player nicknamed "Jorts"
\ the tans for his affinity for jean

See NARRELLSON, 10
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Almo roper
wins team
roping title
UNDERHILL
QUALIFIES FOR
N ATION Al, TEAM
ROPING
CHAMPIONSHIP
Staff Report
A local roper was a big winner during the United States
Team Roping Championships
IUSTRC( Muddy River Classic
held at the Agricenter Show
Place Arena in Germantown.
Tenn.. Feb. 18-20.
Bayle Underhill of Almo.
Ky.. roped three steers in a time
of 25.37 seconds with partner
David Bell of MiddIeton.
Tenn.,to win $3,180 of the
$10.802 purse, along with custom Gist Silversmiths trophy
buckles, in the No. 8, besting the
field of 149 teams.
The win qualifies both ropers
to a spot in the Cinch USTRC
National Finals of Team Roping
October 22-30.
Team roping is a timed event
that requires a team effort. A
team is made up of a "headerand a 'heeler'. The header's joh
is to catch the steer around the
horns, and then set it up by turning it across the arena. The heeler then rides in and ropes the
steer around both hind legs. The
clock is stopped when the steer
is secured between both ropers
and their horses are facing each
other.
Much like in the sport of golf.
ropers are handicapped or
receive a classification rating
based on their skill level and
competitive ability. Ropers can
be classified from a I to a 10.
depending on their roping position and ability. The added total
of both roping partners handicaps determines their division
cligihilit

MSC ROE'NDUP

•Racers
From Page 9
realut t a conference like ours.
Whoever wins this tournament.
whoever plays the best this
week is going to the NCAA.
That's a tough thing. but when
you're in our situation, that's a
great thing. It gives you hope.The Racers are certainly
attempting to make the best of
their situation, which requires
then to win four games in four
days this week to keep their
season alive.
If Murray State does pull a
first-round up:tet Wednesday.
Cross says he likes the fact that
his squad will have had the
chance to work out tournament
jitters by the time Thursday's
quarterfinals and Friday's semifinals come around against
teami coming off byes.
His players. for the most
part, are echoing their coach, if
doing so with a sense of humor.
"We want to play all the
games." senior guard Mariah
Robinson said after the Racers'
win over Eastern Kentucky
Saturday. "We're selfish like
that.As for their matchup with

the Governors. it doesn't appear
a favorable one on paper for
Murray State. The Racers have
fallen to Austin Peay twice this
season, by 10 points or more in
each case, including a I6-point
defeat on their home floor in
early January.
Murray State held an early
14-point lead in that loss. one
Cross said was very disappointing to his players.
"We had a three-and-a-halfhour film session the next day,he says. "We were up nine in
the first half, and when the camera panned to the scoreboard.
one of our players couldn't
believe we had a lead because
of the way we looked. We
looked so beat-down on the
COMM-

The Racers fared better in
Clarksville in February until a
second-half scoreless stretch
dug them a hole out of which
they couldn't climb.
Cross credits the Governors
with having a strong post game
and guards who can score from
the perimeter as well as get to
the basket, saying he believes
Austin Peay is a "complete"

-S'C'C11112E131CPAgglI PrZIP

team.
But the third-)ear head
coach also believes something
else --- his Murray State club is
playing some of its hest basketball of the season. The Racers
won three out of their last five
games in order to qualify for the
tournament, due in part to playing with a greater sense of
urgency on the defensive end,
If MSU can hit the mid-30s
in field goal percentage on
Wednesday. Cross feels his
squad will have a chance to win
based on the fact that the Racers
have held Austin Peay below its
season field-goal percentage
average in both games this season.
"We have not played well
against Austin Peay. even
though we were in both games.he said. "But we feel like we
have a chance, and that's all we
can do. Austin Peay has a lot of
experience, a lot of tournament
experience. I think they have
seven players who have been
part of winning a tournament
championship. I think that's
something we're going to have
to overcome.-
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
John Wolhams

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211S 12th Si• Murray. KY • 753-3415

From Page 9
took over. %N ith the duo combining for the first 10 points of the
period to extend the Calloway
lead to 34-13.
After Fields found senior
forward Morgan Smotherman
for a lay-up with four minutes
left in the half. Hickman
County went on a 9-0 run to cut
the lead to 36-23.
Wilson buried her third three
of the night with two minutes
left in the half, how,..ver, to kill
the Lady Falcon momentum.
The scariest part of the night
for Sivills and Calloway came
with just 38 seconds left in the
first half, when Fields was
fouled hard by an elbow from
Hickman County's Mattea
Lock.
Fields left the floor with a
gash under her right eye. and
would return early in the second half before leaving the
building late in the game to
seek medical attention.
Even though she played
minimal minutes because of the
injury and the score, Fields finished with a game-high 25

points.
Friday night at 7:45 p.m.
Sivills said after the game he Calloway defeated the Lady
is hopeful that his leading scor- Purple Flash 81-43 back
on
er and rebounder will bounce Feb. 1. but Sivills said he
isn't
back quickly, especially with worried about his team looking
the performance the senior for- ahead to Saturday's regional
ward put on following the title game.
injury in the second half.
"I think they realize the
"We got her stitched up and magnitude of every game.
she is going to be OK," Sivills Sivills said. "I think Averee
said. "But I mean to score 25 Fields is not allowing this team
points in 17 minutes is
to look past Friday night. This
r-ctiy dal': salty in my opin- time last year has been
the
ion."
major motivating factor to get
Fields led the charge in a us back here to this week.
third quarter that saw the Lady
"We just have some things
Lakers outscore
Hickman that we want to prove to ourCounty 31-15 with a majority self, not to anybody
else, to
of the starters on the bench for ourself."
most of the run.
Fields scored 11 of her 1-lickrnan County 7 18
15 15- 55
points in the opening four min- Calloway County 24 19 31 13-87
utes of the third quarter before
Co.(8-18)-Savage 19, Lock
Sivills replaced his starters with Hickman
12, Ka. Yarbro 9. Ke Yarbro 5. McClain
3:40 left in the half, capping off 5 Grubbs 5
a 30-7 Calloway run that FG, 18-,,r4 3-pt.: 5-16 F1': 14-23
Rebounds: 34 Turnovers: 25
spanned three quarters.
Abby Futrell joined Fields Calloway Co.(28-1)- Fields 25
and Wilson in double figures Wilson 16 A Futrell 13 Maness 7
Cunningham 6 Rowland 4. Simmons 4
with 13.
Smotherrnan 3 T Futrell 2. Benson 2
The Lady Lakers will now Potts 2 Scarborough 2 Grady 1
see Lone Oak in the semifinals FO: 32-82 3-pt.: 6-14 FT: 17-25
Rebounds: 50 Turnovers:
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side, each sporting a somewhat
shorts-he owns nearly a dozen goofy grin. Inside Harrellson's
pairs - is readying for the next bedroom is a poster promoting
chapter. He'll play his final home Kentucky's Big Blue Madness
game on Tuesday when the last fall, with a picture of
Wildcats (20-8, 8-6 Southeastern Harrellson -- a notable absence
Conference) host No. 21 on the original poster - superVanderbilt (21-7. 9-5) at Rupp imposed in the top left corner.
Arena.
The alteration was Norfleet's
He'll take the floor on Senior idea.
Night averaging 6.6 points, 8.9
"Seeing how much love he
rebounds in nearly 27 minutes a has for me, it just puts a smile on
Staff Report
The Ohio N.:alley Conference game. Numbers that are stagger- my face," Harrellson said.
will announce its all-conference ing considering Harrellson's
Harrellson has spent most of
men's and women's basketball minimal impact on the program his final season trying to return
selections and award winners via during his first two seasons after the favor.
Twitter I @OVCSports)this after- transferring from Southwest
He hasn't had the luxury of
Illinois College.
being lazy on a team in desperate
noon.
"I don't know if I've ever need of an inside presence after
With a change in format to its
men's and women's basketball coached a player that has gotten the NCAA ruled freshman center
tournament (from first round more out of his body and his skill Enes Kanter permanently ineligigames on campus sites followed level and his athleticism than ble for taking extra benefits from
by semifinals/finals in one loca- Josh Harrellson, and I've a Turkish Club team two years
tion to the entire tournament at coached a lot of players.- ago.
one site with a merit-based brack- Calipari said.
While Harrellson's teammates
The transformation from insist he's still the goofy. towelet)the league can no longer logistically hold its annual awards goof-off to gritty player began waving guy who as a knack for
reception in-person due to teams when two years of frustration knowing when it's time to lighten
boiled over last fall. Harrellson the mood during practice, these
arriving on different days.
Instead of having the recep- piled up 26 rebounds during the days Harrellson takes his baskettion or using a traditional press team's Blue-White scrimmage. a ball much more serious than he
takes himself.
release, the ()VC will announce number Calipari dismissed.
Angry. Harrellson went to his
"Something happens to him
the men's and women's selections
first through Twitter, between Twitter account and questioned now when he steps in between
when he would get some respect. the lines,- said sophomore fornoon and I p.m. today.
Calipan responded by sus- ward Jon Hood, one of
You can follow the OVC on
Twitter
by
logging
onto pending Harrellson's account and Harrellson's best friends on the
http://www.twitter.combove- ordering him to endure 30 extra team.
minutes of running before pracsports.
Harrellson plays with a purStevan throws first no-hitter tice. The punishment was sup- pose and he's carved out a perposed to last 30 days. Three manent spot in Kentucky lore by
in live-Inaing win over Beknont
Murray State junior Chelsey months later, its become a part scoring 23 points and grabbing
Sullivan tossed the first no-hitter of Harrellson's daily regiment 14 rebounds in a win over rival
in program history in an 8-0. five- and one of the reasons he's been Louisville on New Year's Eve.
The game hasn't proven to be
inning victory Sunday morning able to flourish.
"I'm in the best shape I've the launching pad Harrellson
against Belmont at the War Eagle
ever been in,- he said. "I can play hoped it would be - he's averClassic in Auburn. Ala.
Sullivan picked up her second 30-35 minutes a game and not be aging a solid but not spectacular
win of the season in the five exhausted. Before I'd probably 6.1 points and 8.4 rebounds in
inning outing, allowing three play 15-20 minutes a game and SEC play - but he has been
walks while striking out three in be exhausted for two days after remarkably consistent.
her most dominant outing of the it.
Hard to believe he's the same
His friendship with Norfleet is player who was sent to a bathseason.
The Racers scored all of their another reason for Harrellson's room stall at halftime of a loss at
Vanderbilt two years ago by
runs in the opener in the middle success.
He visited the young boy Gillispie as punishment for poor
innings, starting with a solo home
run from Lauren Buch to lead off often during his recovery from play.
Harrellson demurs when
the second inning. MSU added the broken leg. Their friendship
three more in the third, scoring on is built on forgiveness, patience asked about the humiliating
a sacrifice fly from Ellyn Troup, a and basketball - three things episode, and credits the mental
toughness he developed under
fielding error on Belmont pitcher Harrellson knows in abundance.
Take a peek at Norfleet's Gillispie with helping him surAshley Byers and an RBI single
Facebook page and there's a pic- vive when Calipari was hired in
to right front Madysen Wilton.
ture of he and Harrellson side-by- the spring of 2(X)9.
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Prep Girts Basketball
First Region Tournament
(at CFSB Center)
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120 Temple 120. UCLA 75 Kansas St
31, West Virginia 28, Virginia Tech 22
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•Lady Lakers

OVC to
announce
all-league •Harreilson
teams today From Page
on Twitter
st'LLINAN TOSSES
RACERS' FIRST
NO-HITTER

Murray Ledger & Times

SportsBriefs
II The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association Is hosting tryouts for competitive/traveling soccer for boys in middle and high school
The team will be coached by Melvin Belong, soccer coach from Bethel
University, and his staff. Tryouts will be held this Friday at the Bee Creek
Soccer Complex at 4 p.m. Participants must come with their own soccer ball and water for practice. Detailed information regarding schedule
and cost for the season will be available at tryouts. For more infonnation, please call Jamie Rogers, select coordinator at 227-7827.
•The 2011 Murray High School Spnng Sports Kickoff will be held
Sunday, March 13 at 2 p.m. at Mallary France Soccer Complex.
Admission is free. Team autographed school sport prints will be auctioned off and introductions by coaches will be made for the following
sports: MMS boys and girls soccer teams, MHS and MMS track, tennis.
baseball, and softball teams.
• The Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation Department
along with the Murray Youth Baseball & Softball Association has kicked
off the spring registration penod for this summer's baseball & softball
season. The registration penod ends on March 11 except for Tee Bali,
which ends March 31. Families can register online at our new web site.
www.playballmcc.com or by visiting either the MCC Park office at 900
Payne Street or the Murray Calloway County Chamber office in front of
Wal-Mart. Charges are planned this year, including Major League
Baseball styled uniforms, advanced communication tools, and improved
organization. Program volunteers and team sponsors are much needed. For additional information, please refer to the web site or
contact via
e-mail at info@playballmcc.corn or the park office at 762-0325.
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Earn your College
Degree in 18-24 Months!
(Me night a week. No Weekends.
CLASSES HELD
IN MURRAY

ALSO AVAILABLE

TUESDAY MARCH 1ST
Anytime between 4 6 pm
THURSDAY MARCH 3RD
Anytime between 4 - 6pm
Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street in Muiray

